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Student assaulted
off campus
The victim was
approached by a man
with a gun on the comer
of Woostet and South

International recital
to strike a chord

of race, city
policies

College | Page 2

Monthly beer
tasting event at
Black Swamp Pub
This months theme was
East Coast beers in honor
of Constitution Day

Students will be serenaded

Data will be used to
identify the signature
injury' of the Iraq war:
brain trauma | Page 7

Dan Rather sues
CBS for $70
million
Former news anchor is
surrounded by
controversy | Page 7

Religion should
be omitted
Religious ideals cause
conflict around the
world | Page 4

Networking tools
allow invasion of
privacy
The Internet paired with
digital devices makes it
hard to keep a personal
life | Page 4

The BG club
rugby team beats
Michigan
The team's record is now

Reporter

by famous violinist, pianist
By T.inncn Gli.itt.i
Reporter

| Page 3

Mandatory brainfunction tests for
Army soldiers

By Nathan Robion

Students will get to hear the
esteemed work of two international
musicians tonight.
Violinist Wolfgang David and
pianist David Compper will give a
free guest recital at 8 p.m. in Bryan
Recital I lall of the Moore Musical
Arts Center.
Together the two musicians
recorded the 2007 CD "Star of the
County Down" for Albany Records.
Tonight lliey will perform an all
contemporary selection of songs
that were composed by Compper,
Erich Wolfgang Komgold, Arnold
Schoenberg and University alumnus loseph Dangerfield.
Wolfgang David, bom in Austria,
began his fomial study of music
when he Was 8 years old at the
University for Music in Vienna.
According to David's Web site, he
has been a guest soloist with several
of the most Influential orchestras
including the Royal Philhannonic
Orchestra. David has played at
many of the most prestigious sites
in the world, including Carnegie
Hall in New York City, Cerritos
Center in las Angeles and Wlgmon*
I lall in 11 null HI
Pianist, conductor and composer Compper studied at the Royal
College of Music in london. His
work has Ixi'ti heard at Carnegie
1 lull and Wigmore 1 lall. I le is currently a professor of composition
and director of the Outer for New
Music at the University of Iowa.
In a letter to his fans posted on
his Web site. Compiler compared
composing music to being an
architect: "an artist whose creative
efforts begin with a vision."
Compper has dedicated his life

to creating and teaching music. On
his Web site, he encourages students to open themselves to new
experiences and music. Compper
has one simple technique that he
lists to determine if music is successful: the goose-bump test.
"Has it moved us emotionally?
I lave we allowed ourselves to gel
lost in its beauty and to forget our
concerns in a state where time is
suspended?" he asks.
David and Compper s appearance is part of a tour throughout
the United States and Canada that
includes performances at several
universities and education fonims.
i liiirpciformance gives students
the opportunity to hear different
types of live music. Darinka Currin,
junior, played the violin growing up
and still enjoys listing to the type of
music.
"1 love violins and haven't had
the opportunity to hear one
played live by a professional in a
long time, so I think it is exciting
that such big musicians are coming to campus," Curtin said.
Sarah Kappus. junior, is also
eager for tonight's perfor- /
mance.
"I love going to all types of
concerts. Even though I'm
IKM familiar with David and
Compper. I'm not going to
pass up the opportunity to
hear successful music fans
for free." Kappus said.
According to Deborah
I'lcitz. director of public
events, the event is being
co-sponsored by the department of musicology/composition/theory; the student
new music society, Praecepta;
and the MidAmerican Center for
Contemporary' Music.
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a perfect 15-01 Page 5

Football
comeback for
Marques Parks
After getting injured.
Parks(

i his

broken leg and is now an
impact player | Page 5

See ISSUES | Page 2

Evaluation forms can
affect faculty salaries
By Gina Pott ho ff

I

Reporter

Should students be
allowed to keep pets in
residence halls?

SHANNON FINLEY
Freshmaa Criminal Justice

"Yes, as long as it's reasonable and doesn't make too
much noise."
| Page 4

TODAY
Sunny
High: 82. Low: 58

TOMORROW
Mostly Sunny
High: 86 Low: 63

&

Race relations were at the center of a roundtable discussion
yesterday. During the discussion, black students shared their
opinions and perspectives in the
hope that University and city
officials would better understand their needs.
In addition to several students
and faculty members, city officials such as Bowling Creen
Police Chief Cary Spencer,
University Police Chief |im
Wiegand and Mayor lohn Quinn
attended.
The event started with students voicing their concerns
about racial profiling, dress policies at bars and a feeling of being
excluded from the community.
"There might only be a few of
us, but we want to be here, we
want to be a part of the com
munity, but we feel left out," said
Alwyn Reid, a member of Alpha
Phi Alpha.
Issues dealing with parties
being shut down to bars turning people away because of their
urban clothing, left some students, such as Reid, feeling like
they have no place to go.
Last year, Spring Fest, an oncampus parly put on by the
campus group Dry Dock, was
shut down early by police after
they maced suspects who were
reported to be starting fights.
In the case of Spring Fest.
those who were responsible for
fighting were not University students, but were from the Toledo
area, Wiegand said.
Alpha Phi Alpha has held several late-night events, worked
with the police department and
have had little or no incidents,
Reid said. Students would often
be selected ahead of time to act
as the police's eyes and ears at
the party in an attempt to spot
problems before they happened
and then alert the officers at the
event.
The success of Alpha Phi
Alpha events have Spencer
and Wiegand asking how they
can improve the relationships
between the police department
and other campus organizations

Students may want to put more
time ;uid thought into filling out
those pesky instructor evaluation forms, because they can
have an effect on faculty.
Student instnictor evaluations
can help determine the overall
merit of faculty at the University.
Merit is just one of the four
arenas used to determine
whether faculty members
should be awarded market and
equity adjustment pay increase,
said Shirley Baugher, provost
and vice president for academic
affairs.
Along with merit, other criteria, such as research, service and
the number of courses taught, all
go into determining faculty pay
increases.
Market and equity adjustment
salary raises are awarded to faculty by deans of the different colleges based on merit, the cost
of living index and comparing
marketing dollars to peers' performances inside and outside of
the University, Baugher said.
Baugher and other University
cabinet members, including the
president, determine how much
money the various colleges can
give out for faculty pay increases

UP FOR A RAISE
Number of faculty suggested
for market adjustment pay
increase in 2006:
■ 115 full-time
■ Six associate deans
Faculty suggested in the
College of Arts and Sciences
(out of 500 total):
■ 25 female
■ 23 male
Source: Shirley Baugher. provost and vice president for
academic affairs

each year.
The deans decide which faculty members are awarded pay
increases after consulting with
the department chairs about
merit evaluations.
The Board ofTrusteesapproves
merit raises each year and the
department chairs conduct
merit evaluations to determine
the amount faculty are awarded
based on if they are meeting job
expectations, not meeting them
or exceeding them, said Don
Nieman, dean of the College of
Arts and Sciences.
Charles Onasch, former chair
See SAURIES I
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Gerbils, hamsters, guinea pigs may be
riendly company for students in dorms
By Dana Freeman
Reporter

As students settle back into dorm
life, they may be missing a furry
friend back home.
Only fish are allowed in the
University's dorm rooms, but
that doesn't mean other animals
aren't occasionally found in the
dorms, said Nick Hennessy,
associate director in the Office
of Residence Life.
"If there's going to be a violation, it is generally something we
would catch through routine fire
inspections," he said.
Still, the University hasn't had
any requests for a policy change,
and there haven't been any
known violations yet this year.
Other universities have considered changing their dorm
pet policies to allow small caged
animals with some success.
Ohio Wesleyan University allows
one gerbil, hamster, guinea pig,
mouse or rat per dorm room
and has for the past six or seven
years, said Wendy Piper, OWU's
residence life director.
Although this policy is more
liberal than (he University's,
resident advisers at OWU still
find violations to the code, Piper
said. For example, chinchillas,
hedgehogs and cats have all

"It would give them
something to give
attention to and get
attention from."
Donna Bellamy | PETCO manager

been popular in the university's
dorms.
"Some students may feel if we
allow a hamster or a gerbil, why
not a chinchilla or a hedgehog,
but they do have their differences," Piper said.
And while pets may help build
community at a dorm, they can
have their downsides. If someone forgets to clean up after the
pet. it can create roommate conflicts.
"Roommates will share a pet
and have good intentions of
sharing the responsibility and
care and cleaningand feeding of
the pet, but sometimes it doesn't
work out equitably and one person ends up being responsible
for it," Piper said.
At the University, students
may have less conflict over a
fish, but that may because they
are mostly for decoration, said
Donna Bellamy, manager at
PETCO on South Main Street.

"Small animals are more
companion animals, and even
develop their own personalities," Bellamy said.
Ferrets, hamsters, guinea pigs
and birds would all be suitable
dorm animals, she said, but fer
rets can get smelly and birds can
get loud.
These types of animals are
unlikely to be hazardous to the
health of students on campus,
said Dave Emsthausen, a veterinarian at Animal Hospital
at West Ridge on Ridgewood
Drive.
"Some of the reptiles can
spread diseases: they sometimes can carry some organisms, such as salmonella, that
could be transmissible and
could be a concern, but I don't
think it would be a big concern.
Although if it got started in a
dorm situation, it could spread
fairly quick," Emsthausen said.
Sophomore Michelle Hadsell
doesn't think it's a good idea to
have animals in the dorms.
"1 think it would be a good
idea to allow pets in the oncampus apartments, or maybe
in Founders suites, Hadsell said.
"Butthedormsare just too small.
See PETS'
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Children used as human shields for Taliban fighters
By Rahim Fatal
The Associated Press

KABUL, Afghanistan - Taliban
lighters carrying machine guns
and rocket propelled grenades
UMII children as human shields
during a halite in southern
Afghanistan yesterday Forcing
I IS. led eoalilion soldiers to hold
theil lire lor a lime, the eoalilion
said.
The clash in Uruzgan province
began when more than 20 insurgents attacked a joint Afghan and

coalition patrol, the coalition said
in a statement
As aircraft prepared to bomb
the site, "coalition forces as well
as the aircraft identified several
insurgents in one compound
using children at human shields,''
the statement said, Ground
troops and the aircraft withheld
fire to avoid injuring the children,
it said.
The soldiers did light the insurgents when they tried to flee the
compound, and more than a
do/en suspected militants were

BLOTTER

SAURIES

TUESDAY

From Page 1

1:29 P.M.
A black purse containing $100 was
taken from an unlocked car parked
on Gorrell Avenue

6:32 P.M.
Two men were verbally warned for
walking into traffic along Poe Road
and Mam Street and trying to solicit
money from passing vehicles.

9:13 P.M.
A man reported that his son's bike,
valued at $60. was stolen from
the Wood County District Public
Library earlier that afternoon.

WEDNESDAY
2:23 A.M.
Christopher J. Miller. 21. of Bowling
'
.-/as cited for public urination
behind a building on the 400 block
of East Wooster Street.

CORRECTION
POLICY
We want to correct all factual errors.
If you think an error has been made,
call The BG News at 419-372-6966.

bgnews
com
CHECK IT OUT

ol the geology department, also
added that as a department
chair, he could add to the merit
of faculty he deemed deserving
with money set aside for chair
use.
Riiugher said the cost of living index is an issue because a
faculty member that has been
here for five years could he
earning less than a newly hired
one, resulting in a pay raise.
Nieman estimated thai more
than half of all current faculty
members at the University were
hired in the last 10 years, due to
faculty turnover In the late "90s
following retirements. This has
resulted in additional pay raises
awarded each year.
The dean is also pennitted
lo oiler faculty market adjustments in order to keep highly
respected and accomplished
professors at the University
rather than taking better offers
elsewhere.
"It's not just money, but faculty wanting more research
support or better labs." Nieman
said.
■'resident Sidney Ribeau also
commented on how competitive the market is today for such
professors and how accounting, math and Information systems and most of the technology departments have taken
the hardest hits.
"We've lost some people
because we cant compete,"
Mbeau said.
He said thai recently the
University has lost faculty to

killed, the coalition said. The
report, which was impossible to
verify independently, did not list
any casualties among troops or
civilians.
Maj. Chris Belcher, a coalition spokesman, said Taliban
militants have used children as
shields before. In )une, insurgents
forced women and children into
a canal in Uruzgan while battling
coalition forces, and many of the
human shields died in the crossfire, he said.
"If you look at some of the

actions where the Taliban have
had women and children carrying ammunition for them, where
they've used civilian houses, and
now in this case they're using children to shield themselves, I'd say
that shows they really don't care
about Afghans," Belcher said.
The U.S.-led coalition and the
NATO force in Afghanistan themselves were strongly criticized
earlier in the year by President
Hamid Karzai and others for
causing civilian casualties in
airstrikes on suspected militant

locations. The number of such
casualties has dropped recently.
Also yesterday, NATO said it
was investigating a weapons
shipment recently intercepted by
troops in Farah province near the
Afghan border with Iran.
"Although we know that it
came from the geographic area of
Iran, there is no definitive indication that it came from the Iranian
government. VJc'rc still evaluating
what is contained in that shipment." a NATO spokesman, Maj.
Charles Anthony, said.

both Michigan State and the
I Iniversiry of Michigan.
In fact, the University average
faculty salary for the 2006-2007
academic year, $61,079, ranks
last among Ohio public universities according to data gathered by the Office of Finance
and Administration.
The University's average salary ranked 13.4 percent behind
the Ohio public university average salary of $68,397 in 20052006.
For these reasons, Nieman
explains that sometimes the
University must be proactive
by awarding salary raises to faculty members with outstanding
achievements.
Although many faculty
members are suggested, not all
will receive market adjustments
because of the lack of funds.
"The goal is to have adequate
resources to support faculty,"
Baugher said.
She said that because the
University currently has a $3
million deficit, this aspect of
finances as well as all others
could be impacted since the
University is an interdependent
institution.
Because Nieman holds the
final decision regarding pay
raises, he understands that he
cannot have many personal
relationships with faculty, for
fear of practicing favoritism.
"The only close relationship I
have is with my wife," Nieman
said jokingly.
1 lis wife, Ieigh Ann Wheeler,
associate professor of the history department, is not a faculty
member in the College of Arts
and Sciences-

ISSUES

er and coordinator of diversity
education and programs, said
students often bring their own
background and past baggage
into situations involving police,
and that was something that
police should realize.
Concerns ranging from being
followed by police, to being
pulled over for no reason had
several students and faculty like
Reid and lackson concerned.
Conner said several issues
could factor into why students
may feel like they are being singled out based on race, and was
quick to point out that everyone
feels singled out by the police
when they get stopped, no
matter what their race or background.
"Its like we're an umpire, we
are always half wrong," he said.
But factors such as slow computer response time when the
police are running license plates
to mere coincidence could result
in the police following a car for
several blocks.
"I was following a guy one
time, and 1 knew what he was
thinking, 'Why is this guy following me?' hut I just happened
to be going in the same direction as him responding to a nonemergency call, and the whole
time I kept hoping that he would
turn somewhere so I didn't have
lo keep following him," Conner
said.
While many issues were
addressed, and several solutions
proposed, there is still more
work that needs to be done, Reid
said.
"I just hope it just doesn't end
here as soon as everyone walks
out the door." he said.

From
to get similar results.
A manual for late-night events
was proposed that would go over
successful tactics that either
prevent fights from starting, or
prevent parties from being shut
down due to the actions of one
or two people.
Other suggestions included
continual multicultural training for police officers, and
improvement in communication between law enforcement
and campus organizations to
avoid problems associated with
student turnover.
"The question is how do we
get that kind of relationship, and
thai we don't lose it with turnover," said Wiegand. referring to
new students coming in replacing those who graduated.
While Reid learned from past
members about whom to talk to
in the police department, some
people suggested that a manual
or a set of guidelines should created for other organizations to
promote effective communication in the future.
Deputy Chief Brad Conner
of the Bowling Green Police
Department emphasized that
the police department wants
to communicate with the community, whether someone has
a complaint about them, or just
have general questions.
"We have nothing to hide, we
are a transparent agency." he
said.
As the discussion moved
to law enforcement, lames
lackson, a multicultural advis-

SIGN A LEASE AND RECEIVE A

$50 VISA GIFT CARD

PETS
From Page 2
it wouldn't be good for a pet."
Despite the associated risks,
the positives seem to outweigh
the negatives when it comes to
havinga pet in the dorm room,
Bellamy said.
"Someone that moved away
from hometogo to school could
definitely benefit from having
a small animal," Bellamy said.
"It would give them something
to give attention to and get
attention from."

CAMPUS
BRIEF
Student assaulted in
bookstore parking lot
Bowling Green Police are currently
investigating the sexual assault of a
University student that occurred early
Sunday morning
Around 415 am., the female
student was stopped in her car at the
intersection of Wooster and South
College streets
She was then approached by a man
with a gun in his waistband, according to an e-mail sent to University
students from campus polke Chief Jim
Wiegand
Police said the man forced his way
into the car and made the student
drive to the parking lot of a bookstore
al 105 S College Street
He then had the victim get into the
back seat of the car where he sexually
assaulted her
The suspect is described as being
between 20 to 25 years old and about
6 feel tail.
The Bowling Green Police Division
is still investigating the incident and is
not releasing any further information
at this time.
In his e-mail. Wiegand advised
students to take precautions to protect
themselves from becoming the victims
of sexual violence.
According to the BGSU Safety
and Secunty Report, there were seven
reported rapes on campus in 2005. the
most recent year for which data was
available at press time
That same year there were seven
forcible sexual offenses and one nonforcible sexual offense reported on
campus.

SIGN AN AUGUST TO AUGUST LEASE MOVE
IN TODAY & PAY NO RENT UNTIL AUGUST

UNFURNISHED _ _
FURNISHED $324
FURNISHED $335
Stop by, take a tour, sign a lease and be entered
to win a 2008 spring break trip worth $500
'trip otter only valid at the Enclave II

two swimming pools two hot tubs two computer labs game room with two
fiat screen TV's, a pool table, a foosball table, and air hockey table Large
fitness center lounge with two pool tables and a flat screen TV

CAMPUS
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Move over wine, its
beer tasting time
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GETALIFE

A PERSONAL ACCOUNT OF IRAQ

CALENDAR Of EVENTS
Someewii I

By Freddy Hunt
Assistant City Editor
Oncea month, studenlsand faculty meet in the Black Swamp
Pub not only to hit the sauce,
but to educate their taste buds.
This month's beer tasting
theme was East Coast beers, in
celebration of Constitution Day
on Monday, Mike Coomes, a
higher education professor who
runs the beer tasting event, said
each month's theme is relative
to the season. Next month's is
"scary beer.''
For only $7, the first testers
to sign up at the Information
Desk in the Union can sample
up to seven beers. liach person
receives a 3- to 4-ounce pour,
and then the table is open to
discussion.
Coomes said he first learned
an appreciation for beer in the
mid-'70s when he went to San
Francisco and tasted Anchor
Steam beer.
Fver since his trip out west,
Cootnes said he has sought out
micro brews and import beers
and has even traveled across
Europe exploring new hops
varieties and brewing techniques.
Through the monthly beer
tasting, Coomes said he aims
to educate beer drinkers on
what they are drinking, how it
is made and even change the
way they drink beer.
Paul Boellner, sophomore,
said he has continued signing
up for the events because he
enjoys trying new beers that
have much more flavor than the
American pilsner beers he used
to drink.
"It's really hard to go back to a
Hud Light kind of beer," Boellner
explained. "The beer we sample
is much less goal oriented. You
drink beer to enjoy it, not just to
get drunk. Inebriation is just a
side effect."
The monthly beer tasting
started in the fall of 2003 with
10 people. Now there are nearly
40 at each session and lustin
Kudisillc. who coordinates the
events, said the camaraderie is
one of the reasons people keep
signing up.

I bjwedii

7-8:
Speaker and comedian Paul
"Bipolar Boy" Jones
202A Union

p.m
Greek 101: The facts about
fraternity and sorority life
318 Union

LSU speaker: Jimmy
Cabrera
308 Union
CHRISTINA HCGINNIS

WAR STORIES: A member of the University's 128th unit speaks about his experiences in Iraq at a meeting in Kohl Hall

Students can protest R.A. write-ups
JORDAN FLOWER

IMF. BG NEWS

BEER TASTING: Mike Dannelk pours
out a beet sample lor Peter Gorsevski and
Enrique Gomezdekampo during the Pub's
beer tasting event
"It brings lots of groups of
people together." Kudisille said.
"Undergraduates, graduate students and faculty. Sometimes
you see people there that were
at first strangers, but then after
a while it's like they become

family."
Ian Short, a junior, said it's
just a really great time for drinking good beer and engaging In
quality conversation without
anybody lipping the table over.
With so many different recipes, brewing techniques and
tastes, Coomes said it's hard to
choose a favorite brew.
There are so many varieties
and so many different tastes
thai your appreciation for the
beer really matters who you're
having it with and what the
occasion is." Coomes said.
Lots of people say their
favorite beer is the one they
are drinking, but that of course
can't be true because there
are many beers out there that
shouldn't be brewed."
After much contemplation.
Coomes said if he had to pick
just one beer, it would have to
be the Great Lakes Brewing
Company's Dortmunder Cold
lager.

By Ryan Sullivan
Reporter
Freshmen all hear horror stories their first few days on i am
pus from older students about
being written up by an K..V and
then having to go in from nl a
hall director to try to explain
themselves.
For the students who attended yesterday's presentation put
On by the First War Success
Series, "I Didn't Do It I Swear/
I've Been Documented?! Now
What?" they now know they
have some options

The purpose of this program
was to educate students on the
responsibilities of living in the
residence halls as outlined in
the student handbook. It also
gave students a chance to learn
what choices they have once
they have been written up and
documented by either campus
or community officials.
After meeting with the hall
director over the alleged violation, the student has the
opportunity to appeal the ruling to the Residential Discipline
Committee, said Anne Becker,
a graduate assistant and part of

Mi
Management Inc.

the Dean of Students Discipline
Committee. The RDC is a
peer-level hearing body that is
responsible for hearing all disputed cases stemming from
incident reports.
Becker said her purpose in
putting on this even) was to find
fun wiiysofgetting! his information out, so students will "know
t he process has many levels and
they do have the right to ask leu
a formal hearing."
She also went on to discuss
See WRITE-UP I Page 8

International film series:
"Los Rubios
Gish Film Theater

MFA readings
Prout Chapel

Guest artists: Wolfgang
David and David Gompper
Bryan Recital Hall. Moore Musical
Arts Center

UAO pub series featuring
"This Awkward Silence"
Black Swamp Pub

1045 N. Main 7B
Bowling Green, Ohio
419-353-5800
www.meccabg.com

Apartments • Houses • Storage Units
LOG OM TODAY TO;
View our Listings of photos, map of locations, paperwork
and other info to make your search easier.
Stop by or call office for update on openings.

FORUM

"It's working 365 days a year. 24 hours a day and a lot of people don't want to do
that today. - Stephen Dunn, funeral director at Dunn Funeral Homes, on his job [see story, p. 3]
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Should students be allowed to keep pets in residence halls? [See story, p. 1]

"No... It would make

"Yes. as long as having

"No, as a common

"No. because there

the dorms smell

the pet doesn't affect

courtesy to others

wouldn't be enough

worse than they

other people living in

because living quarters

room for a dog or a

Have your own tale on

already do."

the dorm"

are so confined"

cat to run around."

today's People On The
Street? Or a suggestion for

KATHRYN BOBEL.
Junior. Sport Management

BOB MILLS.
Junior.
Telecommunications

a question7 Give us your
feedback at bgnews.com.

ANNIE BAUGHMAN.
Sophomore. Social Work

MIKE SCHMIDT,
Sophomore, Business
Administration
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
Give the marching band
more respect

image that accompanied these

statistics.
Pictured to complement

Tradition is what lies together
|hepast, present and Future.
Ova the past Few years, since
our daughter became a lit;
Falcon, we have been assimilating the orange and brown culture. I he one constant ai each
home football game thai lias
been hardest to understand is

the propensity ol a large contingent ui home fans to take their
seats ai the last moment.
When the rhythmic cadence
from the I ale on Marching
Hand Drumline heralds the
pre game activities, thousands
begin their pilgrimage up the
stadium stairs. They arc, in
effect, turning their backs on
Hue ui tin-most valuable assets
of our University: I he Falcon
Marching Hand.
Unless you are eloseh associated with some aspect of the
I \lli. you may not appreciate
the hours ui practice, physical
i Hi ii i and sacrifice (sounds like
Football) required for each per
lormance.
Besides adding color to
numerous tin-campus act hi
lies, the IMIi acts as ambassadors for the University around
the stall'. I hey perform at
hand competitions and supporled local high school music
programs by attending functions and providing clinics.
All of these activities reflect

positively on our University and
create interest in attending the
University.
So, this year, make that extra
effort to be ready to appreciate
out I'MB. Let's start a new tradition.
— Dan Morris
Dublin. Ohio

Photo gave wrong signals
about sexual assault
When I glanced at the front
i OUT of Sept. IT's BG News, I
was disappointed to see that the
"Sexual Assault Statistics" presented on the front page were
entirely illegible due to their
blurriness.
While I recognize this as an
unfortunate printing error, and
would suggest The BG News
print these facts again, what I
found more troubling was the

the information was a young
woman, glancing over her
shoulder warily at the campus

at nighttime.
This picture, which implicitly
connects sexual assault to the
scenario involving a stranger
jumping out of the bushes ai
night to rape an unsuspecting
woman, emblematizes and
serves to reinforce this common
myth about sexual assault
In fact, in the overwhelming
majority of rapes, therapist is
an acquaintance of the victim;
onlj 10-15 percent of rapes are
perpetrated by strangers (like
the ones the woman In the picture is busily looking out for).
I he false assumption that
most rapists are strangers to
their victims is one that sexual
assault awareness advocates
have worked hard to dispel; The
lid News, with its problematic
i hoice of picture, has instead
further entrenched this myth.
I hese sorts of errors function
in shifting the emphasis of rape
prevention to the wrong areas.
which result In misguided
efforts like the University
attempting to remedy the
problem by adding more "blue
lights "to the campus.
In the future, The BG News
should choose images which
more accuratef) retted significant social issues, and which
perhaps work to combat stereotypes rather than perpetuate

them.
— Uiiim Butera
i tmduate Student, Popular
Culturt
Brown's treatment
exposed a GOP flaw
Wood County Commissioner
Tim Brown's recent outing on a
political blog, and subsequent
bowing out of the 5th District
Congressional race due in
part to it, shows explicitly the
backwardness with which the
Republican Party views gay and
lesbian issues.
Someone's sexual orientation should not be a liability in
any party, hut looking at past
actions by the Republican Party
on gay and lesbian issues will
show a party that has repeat-
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edlyused homosexuality as a
liability.
Acase in point will be the
situation involving Sen. Larrj
Craig, K-ldaho, who made it a
point to si i ess i hat he was not
a homosexual, as it him being
one in some way will further
damage his political reputation

Following his arrest For sexual
solicitation. Another example
stems from last year's Ohio
gubernatorial race which saw
GOP candidate Ken Blackwell
takeout attack ads againsl
Democrat Ted Strickland for
comments the Strickland made
Concerninggaj marriage being
"an evolving situation."
Vet the best example can
be shown in the Republican
National Platform in 2001 which
calls for a Constitutional ban
on homosexual marriage while
also advocating thai homosexuals not be allowed to adopt,
leaving thousands of children
homeless.
If the GOP does not change
soon then they will be left in
the dust of shifting public opinion, especially amongst young
people, that shows a growing
acceptance of homosexual
rights.
I applaud local Republicans
for standing behind
Commissioner Brown and
acknowledging (he fact that
homosexuals do in fact make
for great leaders, now it is time
for them to progress further by
helping to achieve an equality of
rights for all citizens, including
homosexuals, in all manners of
society so that we can truly be a
free society.
— Mark Ingles
Senior, Political science
Ingles is president ofBCSU's
(allege Democrats

TOMORROW IN FORUM
Nick Harvey asks if video games
are too big of a distraction for

college students.
Jason Jones on abstinence-only
sex education.
A column by Chad Puterbaugh.

Schedule subject to change.

l.et's face it, people: Johnny the
silicon chip killed privacy as we
know it.
The birth of the modern
Internet, coupled with the
mainstream acceptance and
use of digital cameras, multifunctional cellular phones,
digital video camcorders,
personal computers and social
networking tools (among other
communication devices) by
the general public has made it
increasingly hard to stay digitally "unrecorded."
The everyday person's
potential privacy crumbles
a little bit more each time a
new networking tool or electronic device hits the market.
The push towards broadband
Internet access for America has
only helped to advance these
technologies and trends forward in terms of functionality
and popularity. In other words,
it's getting more difficult to stay
digitally unknown these days.
I lowever. the previously stated rule only applies to someone if he or she fully embraces
the technology. The "unconnected" people (those without
instant messaging, cell phones,
laptops, etc.) are more immune
to being unwillingly exposed

on the Internet. Think about it:
Can someone post a (possibly
inflammatory) picture of himself or herself on a nonexistent
Web page? Of course not.
The problem arises when
others take it into their capable
hands. I, having had this such
thing happen to me, will attest
to this statement: Although I
have never owned a personal
MySpace or Xanga profile,
along with the fact that my
stint with Faccbook was surpassingly brief (as well as being
an utter waste of time in my
opinion), I have seen pictures
of myself posted on my friends'
profile pages.
Offensive images?
Slandering? Not at all. The
point I am trying to get across
is the fact that, although my
experience with social networking is that of an ultra-novice, pictures of myself ended
up on other people's profiles.
Furthermore, the photos
depicting me were not collected from my l-acebook account
during the short time that it
was active. The images were
taken by other people with
their own cameras and cellular
phones.
I state this to prove that,
although 1 have no problems
with these photos depicting
me being posted on my friends'
profiles, 1 had nothing to do
with them ending up on the
Internet. They appeared there
without any action on my part
whatsoever.

"There are just as
many weirdos, jerks
and meanies on the
Internet as in real

life."
The point? My personal privacy has been compromised,
in a sense, without any action
by me.
We as a society are experiencing a transitory change
in our timeline. As the years
pass us by, our civilized world
moves ever further into the
annals of the digital age. The
rate of technology advancement moves forward at a staggeringly rapid pace. According
to www.privacyrights.org, over
190 million Americans own
cellular phone subscriptions.
As any college student knows,
most of these phones are absolutely laden with communication tools. Text messaging (or
"txting." as the cool kids call it),
built-in digital cameras, lowresolution camcorders, Internet
access, and GPS functionality
are all common features for
cellular phones these days. A
person can even update his or
her MySpace page on-the-go
using the MySpace Mobile
phone feature.
See what I mean? The
See LEVI | Page 7

We need to leave religion behind
AARONURBANSKI GUEST COLUMNIST

1 )| Swearingen's article on the
diversity of religious faiths and
how they can offer meaning
to people's lives is a typical
response to criticism of religion
in our country.
I le began by mentioning
that churches in Bowling Green
should not be preaching condemnation to hell as a means of
attracting them to a particular
faith. Yet, is this not what these
faiths actually believe?
Swearingen goes on to say
that following such messages
will lead to a faith-filled life,
which is somehow "better"
than one without religious faith.
Presumably, those without
religious faith cannot have true
fulfillment or meaning in their
lives and are destined to remain
"confused soul|s] wandering the
earth."
I am actually one of these people, and I can state emphatically
that this is not how I feel about
my life. 1 do not think religious
faith is any kind of a gift or positive attribute. Religion, to me, is
the most dangerous and divisive
ideology in the world today, and
the further we can remove ourselves from it, the better.
Swearingen states that
"Idlifferent faiths hold different
beliefs and practices," which is
a keen observation. Religious
faiths make different, incompatible claims about the nature of

DAVE HERRERA, SENIOR EDITOR

the universe. Only one religion
can really be "true"— this should
give religious people pause, but it
never seems to
Many religious denominations
often condemn members of
other 11T igiot i s as being sinners
or infidels because they are not
following the one Hue faith. Even
if one is a devout follower of his
or her religion, they arc still playing a game of odds, simply due
to the sheer numbers of other
religions Which faith is the one
to choose?
We must all come to recognize
that many claims made by those
who follow religious paths have
not the slightest bit of evidence
to support them. Did the divine,
almighty Creator of the universe,
if such a being exists, write a
book? Did a man who lived in
the very early part of the first
century really rise from the dead?
Did a spiritual being really visit
a man in a cave and recite the
words of a holy book to him?
No religious person has any evidence whatsoever to support the
truth of any of these claims, and
it is time for them to admit this.
Many people, however, often
point to religion as a source of
comfort in their lives. For them,
it is useful to believe in a larger
plan, a belief that they have a
place in the grand scheme of
things.
However, adoption of such
beliefs based on dogmatic thinking causes many sources of conflict around the globe.

"Many claims made
by those who follow
religious paths have
not the slightest
bit of evidence to
support them."
How useful is it that two different religious groups believe
that the Creator of the universe
has promised them a specific
plot of land in the Middle East?
How useful are die segregated
Protestant and Catholic schools
in Northern Ireland? How useful is it for 19 young men who
believed in the metaphysics of
martyrdom to crash into two
skyscrapers, killing 3,000 people,
specifically because of their religious faith?
i firmly believe that it is time
for religious people to look into
the history of why they believe
such things and what, if any,
actual evidence supports them,
lust as we have escaped dogmatic thinking about racism, sexism
and other forms of prejudice in
our world, as we move forward,
we will abandon religion and
superstition as well.
Urbanski is a senior majoring
in musk. Send responses to his
column to thenavs@bgnews.com.
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR are
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issue on the University's campus or
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permits. Additional Letters to the
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SIDELINES

ndians down Tigers 4-2, reduce magic number to three games
By Tom Within
The Associated Press

taking criticism for comments

CLEVELAND — C.C. Sabathia
upgraded his Cy Young resume
and Cleveland finished declawing the Detroit Tigers with a
4-2 win on yesterday that completed a three-game sweep and
reduced the Indians' magic
number for clinching the AL
Central to three.
When Cleveland, which
hasn't made the playoffs since
2001, was in the midst of its
worst stretch of the season in
early August, Sabathia (18-7)
boldly predicted the Indians
would win the division anyway.
Looks like the big lefty was

he made on an HBO show

right

about African-American quar-

Casey Blake homered off
Nate Robertson (8-12) as the
Indians improved to 20-5 since
Aug. 25 and moved into a temporary tie with the Boston Red

FOOTBALL
McNabbHBO
interview causes
controversy
Donovan McNabb has been

terbacks in the NFL Page 6

See tomorrow's
paper for The BG
News' football
program
For all your information
regarding Saturday's game.

ONLINE
The BG News
sports blog
Be sure to check out The BG
News sports blog to get information on all of your favorite

TONY OEJAK
THE ACE: C C. Sabathia got his 18th win yesterday In a 4-2 victory over the Detroit Tigers

Sox for the majors' best record. down and retired 12 of the last
In winning three straight over 13.
the Tigers. Cleveland opened
Sabathia's case to become
a 7 1/2-game lead over the ( leveland's first Cy Young
defending AL champs, who led Award winner since Gaylord
in every game of the series but Perry In 1972, is a strong one.
He leads the majors in innings
couldn't put the Indians away.
This was not the sweep pitched and is ranked at the
Detroit had In mind. The Tigers top — or near it — in virtufell five games back in the wild- ,ill> every category among AI.
card race behind the New York pitchers.
Yankees, who played yesterday
But his 99th career win
night.
put the Indians at the brink
Rafael Betancourt, an emerg- of playing meaningful games
ing star in Cleveland's bullpen, in October, something the 6worked out of a bases-load- l'oot-7 Sabathia Mas often said
ed jam in the eighth and |oe is much more important to
Borowski pitched the ninth for him than winning individual
his league-leading 42nd save awards.
— and biggest one to date.
lust as they did in the first
Sabathia, who went 17-5 as a two games, the Indians Fell
rookie in '01, set a career high behind before rallying.
for wins by allowing two runs
Trailing 2-1 in the fifth.
and five hits in seven innings. Cleveland scored three runs off
The 27-year-old gave up both Robertson, who gave up four
runs in the third, but settled runs in seven innings.

Evolution of a go-to guy
Parks making an impact in 2007

BG teams. Visit
bgnewssports.blogspot.
com.

SCHEDULE
TODAY
Volleyball:
at Miami (OH); 7 p.m.
Men's Soccer:
vs Ohio State: 4 p.m.

OUR CALL
Today in Sports
History
1987-Walter Payton
scores an NFL record 107th
rushing touchdown.
1985—Curtis Strong is
convicted of selling cocaine to
baseball players.
1982—NFL players begin a
57-day strike
1924—Carl Mays becomes
the first pitcher to win 20-plus
games with three different
teams.

The List

By Colin Wilson
Sports Editor

Marques Parks has been [>art
of BC football since 2004 when
he redshined for the Falcons.
The talented wide receive!
was ready to make an impact in
2005, recording nine catches for
114 yards, but his season was cut
short when lie suffered a broken
leg against Western Michigan in

week seven.
In 2(KHi Parks played in all
12 games, but caught just five
passes for thirty yards in the runheavy offense.
This season has been a dif
ferenl story. Parks has come on
quickly in the Falcons' spread
olfense. I le is second in receiving
yardage and receptions with 132
yards on 10 catches.
He scored his first career touchdown in overtime at Minnesota
which set up the game-winning
two-point conversion.
After two years of waiting,
Parks is making an impact. He
is one of three go-to receivers in
the liikons' offense.
He has good hands and the
ability to break tackles as he
showed on a 36-yard reception
against Minnesota that set up a
field goal attempt.
"1 le's a guy now that we look
for. I le's kind of become a go-to
guy like Freddie |Bames|or Corey
(Partridgcl," said BO coach Oregg

The Parks File
Position: WR
Class: Redshirt Junior
Hometown: McDonald. PA.
(South Fayette HS).
Major: Engineering
Catch**: 10
Yards: 132
Touchdowns: 1
Fast Fact: Parks returned a
punt, a kickoff and a fumble for
touchdowns his junior year of
high school.
A Born L*ad*r: He was the
captain of both the basketball
and football teams his senior
year of high school.

School in Penasylv-dnia.
"He'ssteppedupalot. He's been
a vocal leader for those receivers,"
said quarterback Tyler Sheehan.
"1 lim and Corey |Partridge| have
been the leaders of that group."
Like many of his teammates,
hirks took the initiative in the
offseason to improve his game
alter the Falcons' disappointing

i 8 season.

"1 was expecting great things
from him. He had a great winter,
he had a great spring and I mean
he's been a leader." Sheehan said.
"He's been a great asset to have
just to go to when 1 need him."
The spread offense that
Sheehan has enabled, has Parks
and his counterparts happy to
Brandon.
Parks has always had the get back to BCi's bread and butter,
confidence to make plays in the the passing game.
"That's the reason we came
offense. Now that he has the
here as receivers, because they
chance he hasn't disappointed.
"1 started feeling that way my threw the ball," Parks said. "In
freshman year then the injury those early years when losh was
occurred and lasl year different here and Omar was here, its just
things happened." Parks slid, "it's exciting to get back to that"
After two games and more
been very good for me to come
out and have these two games than 700 yards passing, the
and kind of give these coaches offense is clicking The Falcoas
confidence that they can throw performances against two Big
me the ball and I'm going to do Ten teams is just a preview of
how much of the air attack their
the right thing with it."
Parks' leadership has also been MAC opponents will see.
"It's going to be an exciting year
applauded by his teammates. No
Stranger to being a vocal leader. and it's showed what's going to be
Itorks was team captain of both in store for the rest of the season
the fonilxuT and basketball teams as far as how much we're going to
as a senior at South layette High lx" throwing the ball," Parks said.

ENOCH WU
EARLY SUCCESS: Marques Parks has been a go-to guy in the Falcons' spread offense.

The baseball season is almost
over. If the season ended
today, here are five starting
pitchers who could do some
damage in the playoffs.

1. Josh Beckett
(RedSox)-Beckettis
having his best year as a pro.
The last time he was this
good, he won a World Series
in Florida.

2. Brandon Webb
(Diamondbacks)Webb is probably going to
be the runner-up in the N.L
Cy Young voting, and doesn't
give up very many runs.

3. Kelvim
Escobar(Angcls)
has Cy Young numbers and
some playoff experience.

4. Pedro Martinez
(Mets)-He's finally
healthy, and he just flat out
knows how to get hitters out.
5. C.C. Sabathia
(Indians)-Nobody
wants to be in the playoffs
more than him, and he's eager
to show what he can do on
the big stage in October.

Rugby sweeps Michigan over weekend
By Chris Voloschuk
Assistant Sports Editor

all to open up
conference play tonight
By Sc.in Shapiro

Last weekend, the BG club
rugby team swept Michigan on
the road in four matches to run
their overall record to 13-0.
In the "A" side match, there
was a bit of a hangover from
the previous week's crucial win
over Ohio State which showed
up in a big way in the first half.
The Wolverines brought BO
back to reality by scoring first
in the game and taking an early
7-0 lead.
For a team used to building
early advantages and then rolling to wins, the early deficit
was a new experience that may
have gotten its start earlier in
the week.
"We had a sloppy, unfocused
week at practice and it set us
up to be ripe for an upset." said
coach Roger Mazzarella.
Later in the half, the Falcons
would respond, converting
several scores. They tied the
score at seven when center Dan
Brandenstein caught a pass
and weaved his way down the
field for the try.
Eight man Rich Hines found
the endzone soon after by
breaking through Michigan's
defensive line and cruising to
the score.

Reporter

PHOTO PROVIDED BY BG RUGBY
TOUGH RUN: Lock Tony Brown breaks through the first of three tackle attempts Sept 14

Lock Tony Brown would tack
on BCi's third un answered try
of the half by running over
three would-be tacklers from
mid-field. At halftime. BG led
Michigan 21-7.
The Wolverines came out
in the second half looking to
rebound, and did so by scoring
right away to open things up.
But BG was able to come right
back with a score of their own
on their next possession, and
effectively put the game out of
reach.
The Falcons would score
yet again on a Scott Wallace
interception, and although
Michigan would put up a late-

game penalty try, it was not
enough. The final score was BG
33, Michigan 19.
In the end, Mazzarella
believed the early Michigan
score was the wake-up call his
team needed.
"Michigan scoring first was
the best thing that could have
happened to us," Mazzarella
said. "It made the entire first 15
guys realize that attitude is just
as important as skill when the
match begins."
Next up for BG is a match
up at home Saturday at 1 p.m.
against Ferris State, followed
by a double-header against
Western Michigan at 3:30.

After nearly a month of nonconference action, the BG
volleyball team will open
Mid-American Conference
play tonight as they head
to Oxford. Ohio, to face the
Miami Red hawks.
BG heads to Miami looking
to continue its four-game win
streak against a Red Hawks
team that is currently 3-0.
They're an experienced team
returning seven starters.
The Falcons have high
expectations for the coming
MAC season as they believe
their tough non conference
schedule prepared them for
the season, having beaten
Portland State earlier in the
year and Valparaiso to win
the Best Western Invitational
last weekend.
"The last couple weeks have
been fun and challenging, but
the MAC is down to business,"
said senior Maggie Karges.
According to head coach
Denise Van De Walle. Miami
is one of many difficult opponents BG will face in MAC
play. Van De Walle also said
Bali State. Akron. Kent State

and Ohio would all be tough

opponents.
Ohio in particular is a target for BG as the Bobcats are
lour lime defending MAC
champions and have a current 50-game conference
winning streak.
"We always look at the
match at Oil as something
big, just because of their
dominance they've had iii
the MAC the last few years,
Stephanie Swiger said. "1
know it's a goal that we all
have to knock them off their
pedestal and take a match
from them."
Another rivalry BG looks
forward to is the 1-75 rivalry with Toledo, whom they
defeated in three straight two
times in 2006, according to
senior Elizabeth Simon.
As for tonight against
Miami, the Red Hawks hold
a 35-21 advantage. However,
the Falcons have won the last
three matches.
Following tonight's match
in Miami, the Falcons return
home for their MAC home
opener Saturday at 4 p.m,
when the visiting Northern
Illinois Huskies come to
Anderson Arena.

"It's working 365 days a year. 24 hours a day and a lot of people don't want to do
>day - Stephen Dunn, funeral director at Dunn Funeral Homes, on his job [see story, p. 3]

Thursday. September 20.200/ 4

Should students be allowed to keep pets in residence halls? [See story, p. 1]
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Graduate Student, Popular
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Photo gave wrong signals
about sexual assault
v\ Inn I glanced ,ii the from
ii Sept. I7**i Hi i News, I
was disappointed to see thai the
"Sexual Assault Statistics' pic
rented mi the hum page were
entirch illegible due to their
hlurriness.
While I recognize this as an
unfortunate printing error, and
would suggest I In'I'd News
prinl these facts again, uli.u I
found more troubling was the
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Brown's treatment
exposed a GOP flaw
Wood t oimt\ i ommissioner
Inn lirown'srei cm outing on .1
politk ,il blog, and subsequent
bowing out ol theSth District
Congressional ra< eduein
pan in it, shows explicit!) the
bat kwardness with which the
Republican Party views gay and
lesbian issues.
Someone's sexual orientation should nut be a liability in
,in\ party, but looking at pasl
,u turns In the Republican Part)
nngaj .mil lesbian issues will
slum ,i part) ili.n has repeat-
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edl) used homosexualit) ,i~ .1

liability
\ case ill pomi will he die
situation involving Sen. I am
1 raig, H Idaho, who made 11,1
point tnstiess thai he was not
,1 homosexual, .is it him being
due in somewa) will further
damage his iKtliti< al reputation
following hisarresi foi sexual
solicitation \notliei example
stems from lasi year's! Ihio
gubernaiorial rai e which saw
iiuliclaie ken Blackwell
takeout .111.11 k ."Is againsl
I lemoi 1.11 led Strickland foi
1 omments theSirii kland made
1 oncerniiigga) marriage being
.111 evoh inn situation.''
U'l the best example can
be show 11 in die Republican
National Platform in 'inn whii h
callsfora I onstitutional h.111
on homosexual marriage while
alsoadvoi atingihai homo
sexualsnoi heal lowed to adopt,
leaving thousands of children
homeless
It theCiOPdoes not change
sunn then the) will be left in
the dust ni shifting public opinion espei iall) ainoiigsi young
people, that shows a growing
acceptance ol homosexual
lights
I applaud local Republicans
tin standing behind
Commissioner Brown and
,K knowledging the fact thai
homosexuals do in fai t make
ini greal leaders, now ii is time
iiu them in progress further by
helping to achieve an equalit) ol
rights for all citizens, ini luding
homosexuals, in all manners ol
-.oriels SO thai wcian I rills he a
1 ice sin iety.

Mark Ingles
Senior, PoliticalScience
Ingles is president oj'BOSU's
1 allege Democrats

TOMORROW IN FORUM
Nicl Harvey asks if video games
are too big ol I clistf.iuion for
college students.
Jason Jones on abstinence-only
sex education.
A column by Chad Puterbaugh.

• t" change.

I el s face it. people: lohnm the
silicon chip killed privacy as we
know 11.
1 he birth ol the modern
Internet,coupled with the
mainstream acceptance and
use of digital cameras, multifunctional cellular phones.
digital video camcorders,
pei soi 1.11 computers and social
networking tools [among other
communication devices) h\
the general public has made it
increasing!) hard to stay digital!) "unrecorded."
rheeverydaj person's
potential privacv crumbles
a little bit mure each time a
new networking tool or electronic device hits the market.
I he push inwards broadband
Internet access foi America has
onl) helped to advance these
technologies and trends foi
waul in terms of functionality
,ind popularity, in other words,
it s getting more difficult tosta\
digital!) unknown these days.
I lowever, die prev nuish stat
ed rule onl) applies 10 some
one if he or she full) embrai es
the technology. I he "unconnected" people those without
instant messaging, cell phones.
laptops, et(.) are more immune
10 being unwilling!) exposed

on the Internet. Diink about it:
t ;\\\ someone posl a (possibly
Inflammatory 1 picture ol him
self or herself on a nonexistent
\\eh page? Of course not.
I he problem arises when
others take it into their capable
hands. I, having had this such
thing happen to me, will attest
in this statement: Uthougli I
have never ow neel a personal
MySpai eoi Xanga profile,
along with the fact that mj
stint with Pacebook was surpassingly briel [aswc 'I as being
an utter waste of time In mj
opinion). I have seen pic tines
ol myself posted on nn friends'
profile pages.
Offensive images?
Slandering? Not at all. I he
point I am trying to gel ai mss
is the tact that, although nn
experience with social networking is lhai of an ultra-novice, pictures ol mysell ended
up on other people's profiles,
Furthermore, the photos
depicting me were not collected from nn 1 acebookaccount
during the short lime that it
was active. I he images were
taken In other people with
their own cameras and cellular
phones.
I state this to prove that,
although I have no problems
with these photos depicting
me being posted on nn friends
profiles, I had nothing to do
with them ending up on the
Internet. I he) appeared there
without am action on nn part
whatsoever.

There are just as
many weirdos, jerks
and meanies on the
Internet as in real
life."
1 fie point? My personal pri\.u c has been compromised,
in a sense, without am action
In me.
IVeasasociet) are experiencing a transitory change
in out timeline. As the years
pass us by, our civilized world
moves evei furthei into the
annalsotthedigil.il age. I he
rateol technology advancement moves loi ward at a slag
geringl) rapid pace, \ccording
to w w w.privac) 1 ights.org, ovci
190 million \ineiii ails nun
cellulai phone subscriptions.
Vsan) college student knows.
mostol these phones are abso
liiteK laden with communica
lion lools. lest messaging 101
"txting." as the cool kids call 11
built in digital cameras, low
resolution camcorders, Internet
.ic ( ess. and I IPS lunc lionalitv
are all common features foi
i ellulai phones these days. A
person can even update his 01
her MySpace page on-t he-go
using the MySpace Mobile
phone feature
See what 1 mean-' I he
LEVI

e need to leave religion behind
AARON URBANSKI

l)| Swearingens article on the
di\ ersit) 1 it rcligii uis faiths anil
how they can offer meaning
in peoples lives is a typical
response to criticism of religion
in our country,
He began b) mentioning
that churches in Bowling Green
should ni 11 lx' preaching condemnation to hell as a means 1 it
attracting them to a particular
I.nth Vet, is this not what these
faiths actually beBeve?
Swearingen goes i in to saj
that foUowingsuch messages
will lead to a faith-tilled lite,
which is somehow "heller"
than nne without religious laith.
Presumably, those without
religioustaith cannot have true
tiiltillrlu-in 01 meaning in their
lives and are desiined to remain
"confused SOUlfs] wandering the
earth."
I am actually one of these pesi
pie, and I can stale emphatic ally
that this is not how I fed about
nn life, I do not think religious
laith is any kind of a gilt or positive attribute. Religion, to me, is
the most dangerous and divisive
ideology in the world today, and
the further we can remove ourselves Imm il. Ilic Ix-ltcr.
Swearingen states thai
"Idliliercni I.iiths hold different
beliefs and practices," which is
a keen observation. Religious
faiths make different, incompatible claims about the nature of
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the universe.' Inh one religion
Call teallv he "true
this should
give religious people pause, Inn ii
nevei seems 10.
Many religious denominations
often condemn membcisot
other rcligii ins as being sinners
or infidels because Ibex are not
following the one true laith. Even
it one is a dec oui follower of his
or her religion, they are -.1 ill play
ingagameol odds, simple due
to the sheet numbers ol other
religions. Which laith is the one

to choose?
We must all come to recognize
that main claims made by those
who follow religious paths have
not the slightest hit of evidence
10 support them. Did the divine,
almighty t ireator of the universe,
il such a being exists, write a
htxik? I )id a man who lived in
the very eart) part of the first
century really rise from the dead?
Did a spiritual being really visit
a man in a cave and recite the
words of a holy Ixxik to him?
No religious person has any evidence whatsoever to support the
truth ol any of these claims, and
il is time tor them to admit this.
Many people, however, often
|xiinl to religion as a source of
comfort in their lives, for them,
it is useful 10 believe in a larger
plan, a belief that they have a
place in the grand scheme of
things.
I lowever, adoption of such
beliefs based on dogmatic thinking causes many sources of conflict around the globe.

"Many claims made
by those who follow
religious paths have
not the slightest
bit of evidence to
support them."
llow useful is it thai two different religious groups believe
that the Creator of the universe
has promised them a specific
plot ol land in the Middle I asi
i low useful are the segregated
Protestant and Catholic schools
in Northern Ireland? I low useful is it tot Pi voting men who
believed in the metaphysics ol
martyrdom to crash into two
skyscrapers, Idlling 3.000 people,
spedficalh, because of theii religious taith?
I firmly believe th.it it is time
for religious people to look into
the history of why they believe
such things and what, if any,
actual evidence supports them.
lust as we have escaped dogmatic thinking about racism, sexism
and oilier forms ol prejudice in
our world, as we move forward.
WB will abandon religion and
superstition as well.

Urbanski ii a senior majoring
in music. Send responses ID his

column to thenews&ignewsxom

The BG News Submission Policy
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR ire
10 be fewer than 500 words These
ate usually in response to a current
issue on the University s campus or
the Bowling Green area.
GUEST COLUMNS are longer
pieces between 400 and S00 wotds
These are usually also in response
to a current issue on the University's
campus or the Bowling Gieen area
The maximum number of submissions lot columns is two per month

POLICIES: Letters to the f ditor
and Guest Columns are printed
as space on the Opinion Page
peimus Additional Letters to the
Editor or Guest Columns may be
published online Name, year and
phone number should be included
for verification purposes. Personal
attacks, unveiified information or
anonymous submissions will not be
printed.

E-MAIL SUBMISSIONS as an
attachment to thenewsC«bgnews
com wdh the subject line marked
"Letter to the Editor" or "Guest
Column" Only e-mailed letters
and columns will be consideied for
printing All letters are subject to
review lor length and clarity before
printing.
Opinion columns do not necessarily
reflect the view ol The BG News

SPORT
Indians down Tigers 4-2, reduce magic number to three games
By Tom Wither!
It)

CLEVELAND
C.C. Sabathia
upgraded his < y Young resume
.mil ( leveland finished declawing the Detroit Tigers with a
i .' win on yesterday thai com
pleted a three-game sweep and
reduced the Indians' magic
numbei for clinching the AL
( entral to three.
when Cleveland, which
hasn't made the playoffs since
2001, was in the midsi of its
worst stretch ol the season in
earlj \ugust, Sabathia [18-71
boldly predicted the Indians
would win ihr division anyway.

FOOTBALL
McNabb HBO
interview causes
controversy
Donovan McNabb has been
taking criticism for comments

I ooks like the hi); left) was

he made on an HBO show

right.
Cascj Blake homered oil
Nate Robertson in 12) as the
Indians improved to 20 5 since
\Ug 25 and mined into a temporal) lie with the Boston Red

about African-American quarterbacks in the NFL Page 6

See tomorrow's
paper for The BG
News' football
program
For all your information
regarding Saturdays g

THE ACE:

Sox foi the majors best rei ord
In winning three straight ovei
the Tigers, < Iceland opened
a 7 l/2-gamc lead ovei the
defending \l i hamps, who led
in every came ol die series but
couldn't put the Indians away.
This was not the sweep
Detroit had in mind I hi
tell live games back in the wild
card race behind die \ew 'link

Yankees, who played yesterday
night.
Rafael Betanrourt, tin emerg
inn sta' In Cleveland's bullpen,
worked out ol a bases-loaded jam in the eighth and |oe
Borowski pitched the ninth to:
his league-leading 12nd save
.u\t\ biggest one in dati
Sabathia, who went 1
rookie in '01, sel u i areei high
IIII wins in allowing two runs
and five hits m seven innings.
I he 27-year-old gave up both
inns in die third, hut settled

down and retired 12 ol ihi lasi
I ;.
Sabathia's < ase to bei Dine
( leveland's firsl < j Voting
\w,nd winnei since Gay lord
Pern ii
I
is a strong one
I le leads the majors in innings
pitl lied and is Linked al the
lop
oi near il
in virtu-

all) evi
I ( among \l
pill hers.
Bui Ins 99lli i areei win
pin die Indians al the hunk
oi playing meaningful games
in October, something the (i
Sabathia has ul'ien said
is much more important to
him than winning individual
aw,nds.
IIM as thej did in tin firsl
lines, the Indian- Fell
hehind before lalh in;..
trailing 1 I in the fifth,
■ id si on d three runsofl
Robertson, who gave up rout
inns in seven inni

Evolution of a go-to guy

The BG News
sports blog
Be sure to check out The BG
News sports blog to get mlor
mation on all of your favorite
I

Parks making an impact in 2007

Visit

bgnewssports.blogspot.

By Colin Wilson

The Parks File

com.

Volleyball:
at Miami (OH); 7 p.m.
Men's Soccer:

Today in Sports
History
1987-Wjlto- Payton
scoies an NFL record 107th
rushing touchdown.
1985—Curtis Strong is
convicted of selling cocaine to
baseball players.
1982—NFL players begin a
57-day strike
1924—Cail Mjys becomes
the first pitcher to win 20-plus
games with three different
teams.

The List

Marques Parks has been pan
of lit, football since2004 when
heied-hiited foi the Falcons.
The talented wide receive!
was read) to make an impact in
200 ' recording nine can lies foi
1M yards, tun his season was cut
sin i: i when liesniicieda broki n
leg against Western Michigan in
week seven.
In 2006 Parks played in all
12 games, but caught just live
passes foi thirt) yards in the run
heau offense
I his season has

IXTII

Position:
Cl.iss:
Hometown:

......

.

Major:
Catches:
Yards:
Touchdowns:
Fast Fact:
•

I K season.

■

A Born Leader:
-

■

a dil

leieni story: Parks has come on
quick!) in the falcons' spread
offense. 1 le is second in receiving
yardage and receptions with 132
wilds on 10call lies.

He scored his first careei touch
down in overtime at Minnesota
which sei up the game winning
two-point conversion.
\iiei two years ol waiting,
Parks is making an impact, He
is one oi three go to receivers in
the Falcons offense.
He has good hands and the
ability to break tackles as he
showed on a 36 yard reception
against Minnesota that sel up a
field goal attempt
He's a guv now thai we look,
lor. He's kind ol become a go to

guy like Freddie |Bames|oi t ore)
[Partridge ,* said BG coach Gregg

School in Pennsylvania
"He's stepped upafotHes been
a vocal leader for those receivers,''
-aid quarterback Tyler Shcehan.
"I Iim and Core) Partridge! have
been the leaders of that group"
Like many of his teammates,
Parks took the initiative in the
offseason t" improve his game
aitei the Falcons' disappointing

Brandon.
Parks has always had die
confidence to make plays in the
offense. Now that he has the
chain e he hasn't disappointed.
"I stalled feeling that ivay my
freshman year then ihe injury
occurred aid last ycai diffen m
things happened," Parks s it
been vet) good for me to come
out and have these two games
and kind ol give tiles coaches
confidence dial they can throw
me the hall and I'm going to do

the right thing with it."
Parks'leadership has also been
applauded by his teammates. Mo
stiangei to being a vocal leader.
Parks was team captain ol both
ihe football and basketball teams
as a senioi al South I ayetteHigh

"I was expecting great things
from him. I le had a great winter.
he had a great spring ;md I mean
Ill's been a leader." Shei'lum said,
lies been a great asset to have
just to go to when I need him."
I he spread offense that
Sheehan has enabled, has Parks
and his counterparts happ) to
get back to Bt is bread and butter,

the passing game
1 hat's the reason we came
here as receivers, because they
threw the ball," Parks said. "In
thoseearr) years when lush was
here and Omar was here, its just
exciting to get back to that"
\ller two games MU\ mondial! 71X1 yards passing, the
offense is clicking. Ihe Falcons
performances against two Big
It'll teams is just a preview ill
how much of the air attack their
MAC opponents will see.
Its going in he an exciting year
al id II ssl lowed what's going lo be

in store for the test of the season
.Mai as how much we're going to

be throwing the ball," Parks said
EARLY SUCCESS:

The baseball season is almost
over If the season ended
today, here a'e five starting
pitchers who could do some
damage in the playoffs.

1. Josh Beckett
(Red Sox)-Beckett is

By Chris Voloschuk

By Sean Shapiro

having his best year as a pro.

i asi weekend, the BG club

The last time he was this

rugby team swept Michigan on
the road in lour matches to run
their overall record to 13 0.
In the "A" side match, there
was a hit of a hangover from
the previous week's crucial win
Over Ohio Stale which showed
up ill a big way in the firsl half.
The Wolverines brought BG
back to reality by scoring first

good, he won a World Series
in Florida.

2. Brandon Webb
(Diamondbacks)Webb is probably going to
be the runner-up in the N.L.
Cy Young voting, and doesn't
give up very many runs.

3. Kelvim
Escobar(Angels)-He
has Cy Young numbers and
some playoff experience.

4. Pedro Martinez
(Mets)-Hes finally
healthy, and he just flat out
knows how to get hitters out.
5.C.C.Sabathia
(Indians)-Nobody
wants to be in the playoffs
more than him. and he's eager
to show what he can do on
the big stage in October.

Volleyball to open up
conference ay ton

Rugby sweeps Michigan over weekend

Alter nearly a month ol nonconference action, the BG
volleyball team will open
Mid \meric.in Conference
play tonight as the) head
to Oxford, Ohio, to lace the
Miami Red hawks.
BG heads to Miami looking
to continue us lour game win
streak against a Red I lawks
team that is currently 3-6.
I hey re an experienced team
returning seven starters
Ihe Falcons have high
expectations for the coming

in the game and taking an earl)
7-0 lead.
For a team used to building
early advantages ami then roll
ing to wins, the early deficit
was a new experience thai may
have gotten its slarl earliei in
the week.
"We had a sloppy, unfocused
week at practice and il sel us
up to be ripe for an upset." said
coach Roger Mazzarella.
Later in the half, the Falcons
would respond, converting
several scores. They tied the
SCOraal seven when center I)an
Brandenstein caughi a pass
and weaved his way down the
field for the try.
Eight man Rich Mines found
the end/one soon after by
breaking through Michigan's
defensive line and cruising to
Ihe score.

TOUGH RUN:
Lock Tom Brown would tack
on BG's third tin answered trj
of the hall by running over
three would be tacklers from
mid-field. At halftime, lit, led
Michigan 21-7.
The Wolverines came out
in the second hall looking to
rebound, and did so by scoring
right away to open things up.

Hut lt(i was able to come light
back with a score of their own
on their next possession, and
effectively pin the game out ol
reach.
The Falcons would seme
yet again on a Scott Wall.u e
interception, and although
Michigan would pill up a late

game penally try, il was not
enough. I he final score was BG
33, Michigan 19,
In the end, Mazzarella
believed the early Michigan
score was the wake tip call his
team needed.
"Michigan scoring firsl was
the best thing thai could have
happened to us," Mazzarella
said, "It made the entire firsl i i
guys realize that attitude is just
as important as skill when the
match begins."
Nexi up lor BG is a match
up al home Saturday at I p.m.
againsi Penis State, followed
by a double-header againsi
Western Michigan at 3:30,

MAC season as they believe

'
j
I

their lough noti conference
schedule prepared them foi
the season, having beaten
Portland State earlier in the
year and Valparaiso to win
the Best Western Invitational
lasi weekend.
"The last couple weeks have
been tun and challenging, bm
the M \< is down to business.

said senior Maggie KargCS.
According to head coach
Denise \.m De Walle, Miami
is one nl man) d iff it nil oppo
nenis BG will face in M \i
play. Van De Walle also said
Ball stale. Vkron, Kent State

and I lino ivoukl all he tough
opponents.
i Him m particulai is a tai
gei tin IHi .!- the Uob< ats are
foui time defending M V
champions and have a cui
rent
iO game conferenci
winning streak.

\\e always look at the
match at (III as something
big. |usi because of theii
dominance they've bad in
the M \< the lasi lew years,
Stephanie Swigei said. "I
know it's ,i goal rli.it we all
have lo knock them off theil
pedestal and take a match
from iliem."
\noihei rivalry iu; looks
forward to is the 1-75 rival
ry with foledo, whom the)
defeated in three straight two
linns in _'ii(ii,. according to
senioi F.lizabeth Simon.
\s for tonight againsi
Miami, the lied Hawks hold
a 15 21 .lib.image. Howevet
the I ah nils have won the last
three matches,
I ollovving tonight's match
in Miami. Ihe I alcons return
home foi theii M V home
opeuei Saturday al i p.m.
when tin' visiting Northern
Illinois Huskies come to
\ndeison \iena

SPORTS
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McNabb's interview remarks open old wounds

THE BG NEWS SUDOKU
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By Jim Lilkc

The Associated Press

Row years ago. Donovan
McNabb got off to a lousy start
and Hush Ijmbaugli said the

3
5

media propped him up because
it was Srery desirous" to see black
quartertiacks succeed.
In an interview recorded
almost duee weeks ago but abed
iuesdajt McNabb said people
wanted to sec Mack quarterbacks fail.
Whos right?
iioth. if the benchmarit is a
disgruntled few; neither, if the
sample is larger than that
Whatever opinions the rest
of us harbored about the topic
were pretty much exhausted a

6

2
4 7
2

7 8
2
5 1
3
7 9

2

decade Of so ago. around the

dme black quarterbacks became
commonplace in the NFL

MATTROUftKE i APPHOIO
It's a measure of progress that
most of us understand a coach Q AND A: E jqles quarterback Donovan McNabb tales questions concerning remarks he made in a television interview Tuesday afternoon.
would play Satan at quarterback with the tacit approval of
The Eagles were humbled 20-12
everybody from the team owncrto draft day in 1999 by a busload of into tight spots and became the
the team chaplain — if he thought I'hilly fans who rode up to New model of consistency. His high by Washington on Monday night
York for just such an occasion. And school coach watched McNabb and booed by the hometown fans
it improved his chances to win.
We also understand the oppo- in those first few seasons, no mat- play a game back in Chicago early throughout The quarterback who
site is tnie. that Eagles coach ter what the Eagles lacked — a in 2004, the season the Eagles led them looked anything but
Andy Heid would yank McNabb consistent ground game, game- finally reached the Super Bowl, comfortable, playing on a surgicalthe mi unent he lound somebody breaking receiver or tenacious "D" and pronounced the transforma- ly repaired knee that hasn't completely healed and commanding
he believed could nm the offense — McNabb seemed determined to tion complete.
"It's like everything else in life." an offense sorely lacking balance.
prove he could overcome it all by
better
For some reason, Heid decided
slid l-'rank lenti, who has sent
So maybe the latter question is doing more himself
Then came success: The l^o a half-dozen players to the NFL to call 46 pass plays and give mulwhy McNabb decided to wake up
liowl selections, the string of NFC from Mt. Camiel High, "It takes a tipurpose back Brian Westbrook
those ugly echoes.
I le started lite in the NFL as a Championship games, a strong while to get comfortable in your only 17 touches, which seems
curious for a team that has musgU) with a chip on his shoulder Supporting cast and a tray dif- own skin."
Problem is. the feeling doesn't tered only one touchdown in two
pads, which made sense when you ferent McNabb. I le cut down on
losses.
remember McNabb was ixKx.-d on reckless runs, quit forcing throws last forever.
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To play: Complete the grid
so that every row, column
and every 3x3 box contains
the digits 1 to 9.There is no
guessing or math involved.
Just use logic to solve
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Simpson released on bail amid laundry list of accusasions of stealing memorabilia
By K*n Bitter
The Associated Press

LAS VEGAS O.I.Simpson was
released from jail yesterday after
posting SI25.H00 bail in connection with the armed robbery of
sports memorabilia collectors at
a I .as Vegas hotel.
Simpson, wearing a light blue
sport coat and dark blue pants.
carried a black bag as he strolled

to a gray sedan with his lawyer
and drove away from the Clark
County Detention Center.
I le did not speak to reporters
or to at least one bystander who
cheered.
Another spectator shouted.
"Justice for Nichole. justice for
Ron," as Simpson walked to the
car.
Simpson's lawyer has said he
expected the former football star

to return to his Florida home.
Simpson, who spent three
nights in the Las Vegas jail, was
freed about two hours after
appearing in court, where he
told a justice of the peace that he
understood the charges against
him, including first-degree
kidnapping, which carries the
possibility of life in prison with
parole.
Simpson did not enter a plea

September i/tfi-2ist, 2007

Tuesday
September 18th:

Logan's Deportment of Sports & RerwWitation is Oesignea to ossst students n the
management of rjuhes & assist in the treatment ot patients in a clinical settng.

Panel Discussion: President Bush
And The Constitution
7:30 pm. 201 Sky-Bank Room Bowen-Thompson Student Union
Join History and Political Science faculty for a spirited discussion
of President George W. Bush's impact on the Constitution.

Master's Degree in Sports Science & Rehabilitation
► Unique Dual-Degree MS/DC. & Independent Graduate Degree Formats
► Develop Skills in Ihe Assessment, Treatment, Conditioning » Iniury
Management ol Athletes
► Work with Professional. Collegiate a High School Sports Teams

Panel Discussion: What Else Can I Do
With A Law Degree'

► Learn from Experts in Sports Medicine
► treat patients in the state-of-the-art BlOf BEE2ES Sports S
Rehabilitation Center
If you ore looking for a career in heolthcore ottemg tremendous

4:00 pm. 207 Bowen-Thompson Student Union
This panel will feature BGSU alumni practicing in numerous fields
of law discussing the challenges and rewards of the profession,
as well as their own experiences as lawyers. An informal reception
with the panelists will follow.

personal satisfaction, professional success and an income commensurate
with your professional position, contact Logan University today!

LOGAN nS\

www.logan.edu

VW/

Minority Perspectives: An Informational Session
For Minority Students Considering Law School.
3:00 pm, 222 Administration Building

1-800-533-9210
loganadm@logan.edu

Recent BGSU alumni currently practicing law or
attending law school will discuss their experiences as students and
young professionals. An informal reception with
the panelists will follow.

Broadway Star of "RENT"
,/,/<

/

Meet With A Pre-Law Advisor
10:30 a.m.-4:30 p.m., 205 Administration Building

ADAM
D
ASCAL

MI

AdditionaC Ivents:
Monday
September 24th:

^

Panel Discussion: So You Want To Be A Lawyer;

Panel Discussion: What Can I Expect In Law School
And As A Young Professional;
7:30 pm, 101 Olscamp

Thursday
September 20th:

out restrictions for his release,
including surrendering his passport to his attorney and having
no contact with co-defendants
or potential witnesses.
Unlike his arraignment over
a decade ago in the 1994 killings of his ex-wife and her friend
Ron Goldman, when Simpson

Security at the courthouse
was tight for the arraignment
hearing. People entering the
courtroom were screened by
security officers and las Vegas
police with bomb-sniffing dogs.
The case has attracted;! swarm
Of media, including Marcia
Clark, who unsuccessfully prosecuted Simpson for the 1994
murders and was reporting for
"Entertainment Tonight."

Do You Want to Work With Athletes?

2:00 pm. 207 Bowen-Thompson Student Union
BGSU alumni in a number of fields will discuss what other
professional options are available to law school
graduates beyond the practice of law.

'Wednesday
September 19th:

the Peace |oe Bonaventurelr. laid

declared he wras "absolutely 100
percent not guilty." he was subdued throughout the proceeding yesterday.
"Mr. Simpson do you under
stand the charges against you?"
the judge asked.
"Yes, sir," said Simpson, wearing a blue jail uniform and
handcuffs.
Attorney Yale tialanter said
Simpson would plead not guilty.

Sports Rehab

ist AnnuaC Tre-Lcvw '"Week
Monday
September 17th:

but answered quietly in a hoarse
voice and nodded as lusticc of

Law Society Meeting

t*

9:00 pm, 222 Bowen-Thompson Student Union

Come and meet the officers of this exceptional student
organization for pre-law students

Friday, Oct. 12, 2007
at 8:00 p.m.
The award winning star^of the film and
Broadway versions of "RENT" and
Broadway's "AIDA" performing in concert with

Thursday
September 27th:

'• ■ vim)''•
••••• "Hi IMMBM

his band. An unforgettable evening of songs

Visit To The University Of Toledo Law School
Interested students should contact Allison Graham at
(419)372-2015

Tre-Law "Week is sponsored'By the
College of Arts A Sciences,
the College of ^Business Administration,
and the Carw Society

from "RENT" and Pascal's solo albums.

$33-$39-S45

400 V Superior St. • Toledo

u

Tickets Online: www.valentinetheatre.com
Box Office: 419-242-2787
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Proactive brain testing allows Army to better identify trauma that can go unnoticed

FORT CAMPBF.LL. Ky. — Before
they leave for Iraq, thousands of
troops with the 101st Airborne
Division line up at laptop computers to take a test: basic math,
matching numbers and symbols, and identifying patterns.
They press a button quickly to
measure response time.
It'sail part of a fledgling Army
program that records how soldiers'brains work when healthy,
giving doctors baseline data to
help diagnose and treat them if
they come back with a traumatic brain injury — the signature
injury of the Iraq war.
"This allows the Army to be
much more proactive,'' said Lt.
Col. Mark McGrail, division
surgeon for the 101st. "We don't
want to wait until the soldier is
getting out of the Army to say,
'But I've had these symptoms.'"
The mandatory brain-function tests are starting with the
101st at Fort Campbell and are
expected to spread to other military bases in the next couple of
months. Commanders at each
base will decide whether to
adopt the program.
The tests provide a standard,
objective measurement for each
soldier's reaction time, their

By Ann* Ftahprty
The Associated Press

"We don't want to wait until the soldier is
getting out of the Army to say, 'But I've
had these symptoms.'"

WASHINGTON — The Senate
blocked legislation yesterday
that would have regulated
the amount of time troops
spent in combat, a blow for
Democrats struggling to challenge President Bush's Iraq
policies.
The 56-44 vote was four
votes short of reaching the 60
needed to cut off debate. It was
the second time in as many
months (hat the bill, sponsored
by Sen. Jim Webb, D-Va., was
sidetracked. In July, a similar
measure fell four votes short of
advancing.
Failure of the bill was a
sound defeat for Democrats,
who have been unable to pass
significant anti-war legislation
by a veto-proof majority since
taking control of Congress in
January. Webb's measure was
seen as having the best chance
at attracting the 60 votes needed to pass because of its promilitary premise.
The bill would have required
that troopsspend as much time
at home training with their
units as they spend deployed in
Iraq or Afghanistan. Members
of the National Guard or
Reserve would be guaranteed
three years at home before
being sent back.
Most Army soldiers now
spend about 15 months in
combat with 12 months home.
"I think it's very important
that we just put a safely net
under our troops," said Webb,
a former Vietnam veteran and
Navy secretary.
The bill attracted three
dozen co-sponsors, including Republicans Chuck llagel
of Nebraska. Olympia Snowe
of Maine and Gordon Smith
of Oregon. In July, a similar
measure fell just shy of the 60
needed to advance and additional Republicans said they
were considering it.
But momentum behind the
bill stalled yesterday after Sen.
lolm Warner, R-Va., announced
he decided the consequences
would be disasfous. Warner,
a former longtime chairman of the Armed Services
Committee, had voted in favor
of the measure in July but said
he changed his mind after talking to senior military officials.
Without more Republican

Lt. Col. Mark McGrail | Division Surgeon for the 101st
short-term memory and other
cognitive skills. That data would
be used when the soldiers come
home to identify mild brain
trauma that can often go unnoticed and untreated.
One veterans group wants
to ensure the Army doesn't use
the results to deny treatment by
claiming that soldiers' problems
came from pre-existing conditions.
"We certainly think these tests
should not be used to reduce the
responsibility that the Army has
to treat the soldiers who have
served," said Jason Forrester,
director of policy for Veterans for
America.
About 7,500 Fort Campbell
soldiers have completed the
tests, said Dr. Robert Schlegel, a
University of Oklahoma researcher who administers the 10-minute exams to soldiers as they file
quickly through a testing center.
One question asks soldiers to
memorize patterns on the screen
and then identify them later
among several different pat-

terns. Other questions require
soldiers to match numbers and
symbols, or complete simple
addition and subtraction problems
"Everybody functions a bit differently in terms of how quickly they
react to things, how well they process things and remember things
and so forth," Schlegel said.
Brain injuries caused by explosions have become some of the
most common combat wounds
suffentl in Iraq. Thirty percent of
soldiers taken to Walter Reed Army
Medical Center since 200.) suffered
traumatic brain injuries, according
to the Defense and Veterans Brain
Injury Center.
The brain-injury center, which
has seven facilities around the
country, has seen 2.669 patients
between 2003 and 2007. But doctors believe many less obvious
brain-Injury cases go undetected.
Sgt. Adain Wyatt. 22. has been
close to 20 to :i() blasts from homemade bombs, rocket-propelled
grenades or mortar fire during his
last two deployments.

Rather files lawsuit against CBS, CEO
By Samuel Maull
The Associated Press
NEW YORK - Dan Rather filed
a S70 million lawsuit yesterday
against CBS, alleging that the network made him a "scapegoat" for
a discredited story about President
Bush's National Guard service
The 75-year-old, Rather, whose
final months were clouded by
controversy Over the report, says
the complaint stems from "CBS'
intentional mishandling" of the
aftermath of the story.
The lawsuit, filed in State
Supreme Court in Manhattan,
also names CBS President and
CEO l,eslie Mnonves, Viacom
Inc. Chairman Simmer Redstone,
and former CBS News President
Andrew 1 leyward.

Rather, the former anchorman
of the "CBS livening News, is
seeking S20 million in compensatory damages and S50 million in

punitive damages.
CBS
spokesman
Dana
McC.lintock said: "These complaints are old news, and this lawsuit is without merit."
Rather narrated the September
2004 report that claimed President
Bush skirted some of his duties
during his National Guard service
and that a commander felt pressured to sugarcoat Bush's record.
I le maintains the story was true.
But an independent review
for the network determined
the story was neither fair nor
accurate. CBS fired three news
executives and a producer for
airing it.
Richard Thornburgh, the former U.S. attorney general who
made up the two-man investigative panel with l.ouis D.
Boccardi, the retired chief executive of The Associated Press,
said he was unaware of Bather's
lawsuit.

CHINA•\
VILLAGE
Birch Run Golf Club
M« 10 Minutes tram Camius'
2 miles oft I 75 South in
North Baltimore on St Rt 18
Student ID Special:

<2» Weekday 18 Holes with cart
O Weekend 18 Holes vmtti cart
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BG Cafe
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Falrview Plaza
l039Hasklns Rd
Kr 64 &. Toe Rd i
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LAWSUIT: Former CBS news anchor Dan
Rather gestures during an interview.
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"I think it's very
important that we
just put a safety net
under our troops."
Sen. Jim Webb | War Vetetan
support,
Democrats are
unlikely to pass other warrelated measures.
In coming days, the Senate
planned to vote on legislation
by Sen. Carl levin, D-Mich..
that would order combat
troops home in nine months,
levin, chairman of the Armed
Services Committee, said his
bill would allow some troops
to remain behind to conduct
such missions as counter-terrorism and training the Iraqis;
he estimated the legislation, if
enacted, would cut troop levels in Iraq by more than half.
The Senate also planned to
vote on legislation by Sen. Russ
languid, D-Wls., and Majority
Leader Marry Reid, D-Nev.,
that would cut off funding for
combat next year.
The firm deadlines reflect a
shift in strategy for Democrats,
who had been pursuing a
bipartisan compromise on
war legislation. But after last
week's testimony by Gen.
David Petraeus, the top military commander in Iraq,
Democrats calculated not
enough Republicans were
willing to break party ranks
and support more tempered
legislation calling for combat
to end next summer.
Sen. John McCain, the top
Republican on the Armed
Services Committee and a
Vietnam veteran, said Webbs
bill was a "backdoor method"
by Democrats to force troop
withdrawals.
"We have a new strategy. We
have success on the ground,"
said McCain, R-Ariz. Pulling
out troops would spark "chaos
and genocide in the region,
and we will be back," he said.
McCain offered an alternative resolution that would
identify equal deployment and
training times as a goal, but
would not mandate deployment restrictions. The resolution was aimed at peeling off
Republican support and lessening the prospects of passage
lor Webbs bill.

ilpBO TIRES?
Bu now & et

til'

134 W. Wooster
352-0528

Only Chinese
Restaurant
Downtown!

LEVI

Combat bill loses in Senate,
another loss for Democrats

Brain testing soldiers before war
By Kristin M. H.,ll
The Associated Press
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DIME IN

I used to type this article, along
with Mozilla Firefox and the
e-mail software which I used
to submit it. is only proof of this
idea. I low ever, t he concern over
privacy still exists.
When someone makes a
Facebook page or a personal

Web site only to fill it with
pictures of him or herself, that
person willingly compromises
his or her privacy. Sure, privacy
options exist to keep potential
sickos from viewing your page,
but even these filters can be
bypassed by a crafty Web user.
It's simple to delete a photo of
yourself from your own profile;
the case is not so tin photos of
yourself on other pages.
We should all be wary of
photos and messages which we
post on the Internet, as anyone
who is proficieni with Adobe
Photoshop knows how a picture
can be... manipulated, let us
remember that the Internet is
a whole other world; there are
just as many weirdos, jerks and
meanies on the Internet as in
real life. If you choose to post, ■
then be cautious going about
doing so.

Send responses to this column
toAenems9bpwws.com.

Welcome New &
Returning
Students!
■Get2BigBoysl
FOR «3§? |
Present this coupon to
purchase two Big liny
sandwiches for $3.99.
Dine-In. Cam-Out or
Drive-Thru. Not valid
with other discounts or
offers. Limit 4 sandwiches
per visit. Valid Only at

I

FREE 1
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amounts of electronic devices,
right? The MacBook Pro, which

iANTI-FREEZEl MECHANICAL! OIL CHANGE

Ml!■
!o*

potential is there for a cell
phone-wielding person to snap
a picture with his or her builtin camera, only to post it on a
MySpace page within minutes.
Remember, many phones can
browse the Internet these days
as wireless Internet continues to
propagate itself all over urban
areas. The slick newiPhone has
only created even more demand
for features such as these in cellular phones.
Of course, this is only natural.
We can't truly live in the digital
age without widespread Internet
access points and stupid
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I
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I
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WRITE-UP

The science of
preparing the dead

From Page 3
the rights of people who apply
lor a formal hearing known as
the "rights I>I the respondent"
rhese rights include receiving
a notice ol the hearing, being
able to meet with a member ol
the dean of students, as well as
receiving a list of witnesses and
their expected testimony,
Hie stmlciiis in ailendanu'
said the) took ,i Ini mil of ll«'
presentation.
Freshman Nicole Holzemer
was one ol the students a) the
event
"|l'm| interested in what the
RDC does .mil lo learn about
the process ol appealing a citation," llol/i'inn said.
u hen it comes to appealing a citation, there arc several steps students can lake to
make ihe process easier. Sonic
of these things include meeting with Becker or lim Hague,
who are liolh advisers to the
RDC, Then they need to write
down a personal statement to
lie used dm inj; thi' hearing and
contact witnesses to testily on
their behalf. I hev also have the
option ol being accompanied
in anadviset lo the actual hear
me,
"It is helpliil lo know what
you can do ii something does
happen," said freshman l.eigh
Taylor, who was ai the event
I didn't know there was a student organization."

There were also some basic
recommendations to avoid
involvement with Ihe disci
piine process, rhese included
such basic things as obeying
the law, knowing and following
the Student Code ol ( onducl
and remembering students are
responsible lor their behavioi
both oil ami on campus.

ii was also recommended
that il students are stressed
out the) should go to the gym
and work oil some anger, lint
il Students arc documented
for something, il is important

the) conduci themselves in a
respectful manner at all times
lo make the process easier lor
everybody involved, the speakers suggested.

By Ad.im touif
Reporter
I here is a gentle, reverent
silence in a funeral home as
lined ones mourn and prepare to bid farewell to their
dearly departed

Working behind the scenes,
funeral directors organize
every facet of the service,
ensuring the family receives
a beautiful, final ceremony.
Ihe lew students who
major in pre-mortuarj si i
ence through the University
face a difficult, but rewarding
career path.
There are no actual prcmortuary courses offered
on campus, said academic adviser Chris Schacfcr.
Undergraduates interested in

entering the field complete 60
hours of ore-requisite general
I'd uc,it ion courses on campus
before completing their stud
ies through the Cincinnati
College of Mortuary Science.

Most students who become
pre-mortuary are former biology majors, Schaefer said,
Upon completing bis education, mortuary Studies
student Antonio Green will
take over bis family's funeral
home in Detroit, becoming
the fourth generation in the
business.
"Whenever people hear me
talk about mortuary science
or dealing with death, they're
mostly surprised.' Green
said. "It's always been natural to me. I grew up around
It."
Green graduated from the
University with a degree in
both interpersonal communication and aviation studies
in 2005.
Green said he bad a hard
time finding a job in aviation
after Sept. 11, lie went back to
school for a degree in mortuar\ science.
"It is a good major to have

The BG News
Classified Ads

"...I take great pride
in the embalming
aspect of my work."
Stephen Dunn | Funeral Director
under my belt," Green said.
Funeral Director Stephen
Dunn, of Dunn Funeral
Homes, said that opening
one's own funeral home is
a costly struggle. Dunn said
students who graduate with
a mortuary degree often start
out working for someone
else's funeral home, most of
which are family owned.
This can be a trying experience. Dunn said.
" I n my experience, old owners of funeral homes think
they're absolutely God," he
said "You will be treated like

a second-class citizen."
Although it can be difficult, funeral directing has its
rewards.
"I enjoy dealing with the
families, and I take great pride
in the embalming aspect of
my work," Dunn said.
Duties of a funeral director include writing obituary
notices, arranging for pallbearers, a hearse and clergy:
decorating service sites and,
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PASTA & SUBS

Do not follow where I he pall) may lead.
Go instead where there i.< no palh and leave a trail.
Mc AIIIKIOII

QUOTE OF THE DAY

- September 20,h 2007-

Mirage Salon 419-354-2016
Mention this ad and receive special
haircut prices on first visit only mens
clipper cuts S6. ladies hair cuts $14.
and S10 otf highlights.

Wanted
Subleaser Needed! Enclave I apt
avail, tor sublease. 1 male occup to
fill vacancy ol 4 man apt Furn.. $324
mo plus util. Call Kyle 419-2060985

Help Wanted

Beef up your resume! Paid internships at local telecommunications
company located in downtown
Toledo Three positions available SB per hour plus bonuses • we'll
work with your schedule. Please call
Scott at 419-824-5819
Christ's bible Church in Dunbridge (5
miles north of campus) is seeking to
employ a par-time youth minister for
worship service each Sun morning
Irom 10:30 a.m. - 11:45 a.m. & Wed
night from 6:30 p.m. to 7:30 p.m.
youth meetings Transportation can
be provided. If interested, please
phone Pastor Dale Smeltzer.
419-308-1281 (cell) or 419-352-6166
(home) to leave a message

For a Great Homecoming,
Come live at Varsity Square!
1 -2-3 Bedroom Apartments

From Only $490!

Earn S800-S3200 a month lo drive
brand new cars with ads placed on
them www AdCarClub.com
Employees needed to perform light
production work Company offers
flexible hours between 7 30am and
7:30pm most days. Must work at
least 15 hours per week/can be full
time/many BGSU students work
here/easy walk from campus Pay is
S6.85 per hour Pick-up application
at Advanced Specialty Products, Inc
428 Clough St Bowling Green. OH
Gymnastics facility is seeking motivated & committed gymnastic
coaches who are interested in working with competitive teams & recreation classes. Looking lor experienced
coaches to help with girls competitive team levels 5 & 6 Pay is negotiable & based on exp II interested,
call 419-873-0511.
LEASING CONSULTANT part time
for BG apt. community. Sales or
Leasing experience required Please
fax resume to (419) 354-7276.
Lifeguards & Swim Instructors Immediate openings for Guards with
current certifications & Instructors
with experience Call Bob in Aquatics
at 419-251-9622 or turn in application at Fort Meigs YMCA, 13415
Eckel Junction Rd , Perrysburg OH
43551
Movie extras new opportunities for
upcoming productions. All looks
needed. No experience required for
casting calls Call 877-218-6224
Attention Part Time Work, $ 15 25
base-appt, customer sales/service,
no exp. nee. conditions apply, all
ages 17+, call now 419-865-5150, or
apply on line at
www.workforsludents.com
Spring Break Reps Wanted Free
Travel & Cash, www sunsplashlQurs
com 1-800-426-7710
Undercover shoppers earn up to
$150 per day Undercover shoppers
needed to fudge retail & dining
establishments Experience not
required. Call 800-722-4791.

Help Wanted
Uraku Japanese Restaurant
Now hiring servers & cooks
419-352-7070
Seeking someone to take care ot 4
small children Pay is good Various
hours-mostly nights. Reliable transp
to Perrysburg home Angie at 419377-5479

For Sale
1.67 ghz 17" Power Book G4 2 GB
ol RAM: 120 GB HDD: DVI Comes
loaded, includes original box. manuals, software Call Julie ai 419-4943844

For Rent
($300 inc! util) Ret. teach Share
house w/ prolessor/grad stdt Lg
older BG home 4 bdrms 2 w.b.f.p.,
wood lot. out bldgs , Pymt neg Lv
msg 419-241-1200, ext 1214
" Avail now Rooms $225 mo. 4
bdrm free internet cartyrentals com
Call 419-353-0325.
08-09 school year listings avail
Also Jan 08 units avail.
See CartyRentals com
$5 WEB/call 419-353-0325
2 bdrm apartments avail immed
Short term possible Pets allowed
419-409-1110.
2 Irg bdrms close to campus Spacious kitchen and bath Lvg rm hardwood floors. $495/mo 1st and security, 419-514-7783
3 bdrm. house & apt on Manville
next to water tower
419-352-5239
AVAILABLE IMMEDIATELY
2 or 1 bdrm at 800 Third St.
Call 419-354-9740.
Sublet room 602 Wallace
$225 electric/heat split

419-494-5629

On selected floor plans
•
•
•
•
1

*

Ground floor ranch
Private entrance
Patio
Spacious kitchen
Pets welcome!

709 5th Street
APARTMENTS
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(419) 352-4663

Yoko Japanese Restaurant Servers,
hostesses needed Apply in person
at 465 W Dussell Dr Maumee OH
43537

Now Hiring!

1

1

IBARTENDING! up to S300/day No
exp necessary. Training provided
Call 800-965-6520 ext 174
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LET DIBENEDETTO S CATER
YOUR TAILGATE 8 HOMECOMING
PARTIES 419-352-4663

FRIED SHRIMP

Chihuahua chums
Man-made fabnc
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Plaster of Paris
Key PC key
Sharon or Oliver
"M'A'S'H" star Alan
Olympian Devers
Gumbo Ingredient
Oualified
Ungentlemanly men
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Subleaser Needed.
725 Ninth St Apt 1 Pets allowed
Call Natalie 937-508-8125
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419-353-2277
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Open carriages
Capital of Vietnam
Debate to excess
Card-game displays
Creamy
Be
as it may...
Marriage token
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deceased. I'hey are licensed
by the state after passing an
exam and serving a one-year
apprenticeship under the
direction of an experienced
funeral director, according to the U.S. Department
of Labor's Web site. Funeral
directors earn an average of
Sir.,9(i0 a year.
Dunn believes there is a
shortage of funeral directors
because of the time it consumes.
"It's working 365 days a
>car, 24 hours a day, and a
lot of people don't want to do
that today," Dunn said.

Spring Beak 08 The Ultimate Party
Lowest prices www sgnspJa.shlQu.rs
com 1-800-426-7710

_ '»

"

In some cases, embaimingthe

THE BIGGEST POSTER SALE1
Biggest & best selection. Choose
from over 2000 ditterent images.
FINE ART. MUSIC. MOVIES. MODELS. HUMOR. ANIMALS. PERSONALITIES, LANDSCAPES. MOTIVATIONALS. PHOTOGRAPHY MOST
IMAGES ONLY S7. $8 AND S9 SEE
US AT Bowen-Thompson Student
Union on Mon. Sept 17 thru Fri
Sept. 21. 2007 Hours are 9am to
6pm THIS SALE IS SPONSORED
BYUAO

Spring Break 2008 Sell Trips, Earn
Cash and Go Free Call for group
discounts Best Prices Guaranteed!
Info/Reservations 1 -800-648-4849
www ststravel com
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VARSITY SQUARE
apartments
419-353-7715 t5l

2Bdrm.,2FullBath,C/A
Shuttle stop across the street
S52 5/month Full Year Lease
For Rental Information:
Contact Jack at
1-800-829-8638
or Steve at
^
(419)352-1150
Jf
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&CAt Stea6& & Suny&t& in Sty!

GREAT SELECTION OF
SANDWICHES, APPETIZERS,
AND WE MAKE FRESH
PISANELLO'S PIZZA!
ALL YOU CAN EAT RIBS FRIDAYS!
MONDAY-THURSDAY 9-HPM
NIGHTLY SPECIALS!
WE'VE GOT IT ALL!
FOOTBALL BASKETBALL, BASEBALL
& BOWLING!!!

4

v

WE DELIVER.
WHEREVER YOU ARE
EAT LIKE YOU'RE HERE
Delivery Now Available-Call for Details

419.353.7200

Bowling Green
129 S. Main St.
Tel: 419.353.7200
Fax: 419.354.7206
www.qdoba.com i-
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16oz. Drink and Chips
with purchase of
any 12" sub
Expires November 1. 2007

OVER 28 YEARS OF GREAT PASTA AND SUBS

16oz. Drink with any
pasta purchase

352-4663

fax: 373-0504
1432 E. Wooster, Bowling Green
Hours: 11am -9pm Monday -Saturday
Closed Sunday

Expires November 1. 2007

www.dibenedettos.com

--

nJ^"^S.
"«%.

Authentic Italian Cuisine
Selection of fine
domestic 6 imported wines

Mahai Ra

Upstairs Lounge
121 South Main Street
jBjpwfcngCreen, Ohio
.

419.35238
Dianct: Mondiv - Thursday 'P^^HE
Lounge: Monday - Wednesday 4^1

Live J azz
Catering

s£7uA/Vi^A^Al

Visit www.dibenedetto.com (or a full list of menu items for DiBenedtto's and Cucina Di Betto's
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COMING S00N«

NEW KING BUFFET
Chinese Restaurant

Grand Opening

•EAT IN OR CARRY OUT*

LUNCH BUFFET $4&
Child Under 10 $2.®
Child Under 3 Free

OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK
Mon-fri

[ Mon-Fri: 11:00am - 3:00pm
\Sat-Sun: 11:30am - 3:00pm

i

Mon-Thur: 4:00pm - 9:00pm
Fri-Sun: 4:00am - 9:(X)pm

<t-fun

-10:30 pm

CARRY OUT BUFF
Lunch*4A^ \N

Dinner *$.*
At least 3 Items Per take Out

, 10%QFFJMlffsnjDEm ID
///,'. for dfne in Buffet only

MIN-$ 10.00

DINNER BUFFET *5M
Child Under 10 $3&
Child Under 3 FREE

am -10.00 pm

FREE DELIVERY
Place your order onlineM

C

www.GQmDusfood.comj

Phone: 419-352-8889
419-352-8989
Fax: 419-352-4894

1070 North Main Street Bowling Green, Ohio 43402

WHOPPER Sandwich

BK Double Stacker

FREE

BK

Big Fish

WITH THE PURCHASE OF ONE OF EQUAL OR GREATER VAIUE

WITH THE PURCHASE OF ONE OF EQUAl OR GREATER VAIUE

WITH THE PURCHASE OF ONE OF EQUAl OR GREATER VAIUE

One- good only at the following BURGER KING* lestootants

OHet good only ol the following BURGER KING* testoutonti

Otlet good only at the Mowing BURGER KING" 'ejlauionis

1570 E. Woosler, 1272 N. Main St. &
1 130 S. Main St. • Bowling Green

1570 E. Woosler, 1272 N. Main St. &
130 S. Main St. • Bowling Green

Expires: 10/31/07

Expires: 10/31/07

1570 E. Wooster, 1272 N. Main St. &
1 1 30 S. Main St. • Bowling Green
Expires: 10/31/07

•ft
Present coupon bo (out en liming limit on* coupon per cu
any other lood offe. No substitutions, please Cosh redei

MI vtui Not
IOIL-. I/I00<

good v

on

FREE *Chicken Sandwich

covpon before otdenng limit one coupon per customer pet vitil. Not good with
le* food offer No substitutions, please Cash redemption value I/I00C

Double Cheeseburger

1570 E. Woosler, 1272 N. Main St. &
1 130 S. Main Si. • Bowling Green^

H

FREE Croissanwich

WITH THE PURCHASE OF ONE OF EQUAl OR GREATER VALUE

WITH THE PURCHASE Of ONE OF EQUAl OR GREATER VAIUE

OHet good only at the Following BURGER KING' restaurants

OHet good only ol lbs following BURGER KING* restaurants

1570 E. Wooster, 1272 N. Main St. &

1570 E. Wooster, 1272 N. Main St. &

1 130 S. Main St. • Bowling Green

1 130 S. Main St. • Bowling Green

WITH THE PURCHASE OF ONE OF EQUAl OR GREATER VAIUE
Oflei good only at the tollow>ng BURGER KING' restaurants

Present coupon before ordering limit one coupon per customer per visit Not good witti
ony other food oHer No substitutions, please Cash redemption value I /100a

Expires: 10/31/07

Expires: 10/31/07

Expires: 10/31/07

ceooe Fuga> -. >,
ml coupon befoie odof ina.

limit one coupon pet customer per visit. Not good with

(Present coupon be'
before ordering limit one coupon pet customer per visit Not good
.any otfier rood irrer No substitutions, please Cash redemption value 1/100«

PAY IT YOUR WAY™

Present coupon before ordering limit one coupon per customer pef
ony other food oHer No substitutions, pleose Cash redempti- ■lue 1

1001
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Hot Subs Available

uncnie

Daily Specials

Roots Chicken Products
Finest Quality Meats
Premium Black Angus Roast Beef
Meats Sliced Fresh In-House
Delivery Coming Soon!
accepts major credit cards

fiuhb & J)ogf>
Come in for lunch
or see us after the bars!

E. Wooster • (419)354 78
(Behind the Circle K)

We only use the
Finest Hot Dog Sauce

Open Monday thru Saturday: Hani 4am

Campus Pollyeyes & Pagliai's
Your Home Town Pizza House
"BG's Best Kept Secret"

-^m

Campus Pollyeyes conveniently located 1 block from McDonald Hall!
Don't wait another minute to discover one of BG's best eateries!
_
'■

■-

~>

—

<•*«.
M —

MM
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Pollyeyes
440 East Court Street
Bowling Green
419-352-9638
Seats 70 people
Chicken and Cheese Stuffed breadsticks,
you have to try these

When you can't come in...
Have it delivered

To

1

i

1

1

Rogllors
PIT?*

iw

■

;

!

3 ' i

945 South Main Street
Bowling Green

419-352-7571
Seats 120 people

Great Pizza Buffet Everyday!

j

*
Ask someone about us!
We accept most cedii cards

Come as you are, eat as much as you want, Pizza,
Salad, Soup and Breadsticks.
Lets jump in the car and go eat buffet

THE BG NEWS RESTAURANT GUIDE

WWWBGNEWS.COM
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ESTABLISHED IN CHARLESTON. II
IN 1923 TO ADD TO STUDENTS ©PA
AND GENERAL DATING ABILITY.

^t*w*

foirAr*^
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OK. SO MY SUBS REALLY AREN'T GOURMET AMD
WE'RE NOT FRENCH EITHER. MY SUBS JUST TASTE
A LITTLE BETTER. THAT'S ALL) I WANTED TO
CALL IT JIMMY JOHN'S TASTY SANDWICHES. BUT
MY MOM TOLD ME TO STICK WITH GOURMET
SHE THINKS WHATEVER I DO IS GOURMET. BUT
I DON'T THINK EITHER OF US KNOWS WHAT IT
MEANS. SO LET'S STICK WITH TASTY!

&>~# £F*~>
"'OlllD'!

8" SUB SANDWICHES

•ATES^

Corporate Headquarters Champaign. IL

All of my tasiy sub sandwiches are a lull 8 inches of
homemade French bread, fresb veggies and the finest
meats ft cheese I can buy! And If it matters to you.
we slice everything fresh everyday in this store, right
here where you can see it. (No mystery meat here!)

Real applewood smoked ham and provolone cheese
garnished with lettuce, tomato, and mayo.

#2 BIG JOHN®
Medium rare choice roast beef, topped with
yummy mayo, lettuce, and tomato.

#3 TOTALLY TUNA™
Fresh housemade tuna, mixed with celery, onions,
and our tasty sauce, then topped with alfalfa sprouts,
cucumber, lettuce, and tomato. (My tuna rocks!)

#4 TURKEY TOM*

#5 VITO*
The original Italian sub with genoa salami, provolone.
capicola. onion, lettuce, tomato. & a real tasty Italian
vinaigrette. (Hot pe'ppers by request)

#6 VEGETARIAN

any Sub minus the veggies and sauce
SLIM
SLIM
SLIM
SLIM
SLIM
SLIM

I
2
3
4
5
6

Ham & cheese
Roast leef
Tuna salad
Turkey breast
Salami, capicola. cheese
Double provolone

Low Carb Lettuce Wrap

3D mZKSSF*

Fresh sliced turkey breast, topped with lettuce,
tomato, alfalfa sprouts, and mayo. (The original)

$3

Layers of provolone cheese separated by real
avocado spread, alfalfa sprouts, sliced cucumber,
lettuce, tomato, and mayo. (Truly a gourmet sub not
for vegetarians only
peace dude!)

Same ingredients and price of the
sub or club without the bread.

YOUR CATERING
SOLUTION!!!
BOX LUNCHES. PIATTERS. PARTIES!
DELIVERY ORDERS will include a delivery
charge of 35c per item i -/- mc).

J.J.B.L.T.™

* * * * JIMMY JOHNS. COM * * * *

• SIDE ITEMS *
Soda Pop

#7 GOURMET SMOKED MAM CLUB
» full 1/4 pound of real applewood smoked ham.
provolone cheese, lettuce, tomato. & real mayo!

#8 BILLY CLUB41
Choice roast beef, smoked ham. provolone cheese.
Dijon mustard, lettuce, tomato. & mayo.

#9 ITALIAN NIGHT CLUB
Real genoa salami. Italian capicola. smoked ham.
and provolone cheese all topped with lettuce, tomato,
onion, mayo, and our homemade Italian vinaigrette.
(You hav'la order hot peppers, just askl)

#IO HUNTER'S CLUB"0
1 full 1 /4 pound of fresh sliced medium rare
roast beef, provolone. lettuce, tomato. & mayo.

#11 COUNTRY CLUB"0
Fresh sliced turkey breast, applewood smoked ham.
provolone. and tons of lettuce, tomato, and mayo!
(A very traditional, yet always exceptional classic!)

#12 BEACH CLUB4' CD
Fresh baked turkey breast, provolone cheese, avocado
spread, sliced cucumber, sprouts, lettuce, tomato, and
mayo! (It's the real deal, and it ain't even California.)

#13 GOURMET VEGGIE CLUB
Double provolone. real avocado spread, sliced
cucumber, alfalfa sprouts, lettuce, tomato. & mayo.
(Try it on my 7-grain whole wheat bread. This veggie
sandwich is world class!)

■aeon, lettuce, tomato. & mayo.
(The only better ILT is mama's ILT)

-

GIANT CLUB SANDWICHES
My club sandwiches have twice the meat and cheese, try It
on my Iresh baked thick sliced 7 grain bread or my famous
homemade trench bread!

PLAIN SLIMS™

#l PEPE*

$4.99

SI.29/SI 49

*

Giant chocolate chip or oatmeal raisin cookie ... $1.50

*

Real potato chips or jumbo kosher dill pickle.... $0.89

*

Entra load of meat

$1.25

'

Extra cheese or extra avocado spread

$0.80

■

Hot Peppers

$0.35

FREEBIES (SUBS S CLUBS ONLY!
Onion, lettuce, alfalfa sprouts, tomato, mayo, sliced
cucumber. Oijon mustard, oil & vinegar, and oregano.

THE J.J. 11
GARGANTUAN "
This sandwich was invented fay
Jimmy John's brother Huey. It's huge
enough to feed the hungriest of all
humans! Tons of genoa salami, sliced
smoked ham. capicola. roast beef,
turkey & provolone. jammed into
one of our homemade French buns
then smothered with onions, mayo,
lettuce, tomato. & our homemade
Italian dressing.

#14 BOOTLEGGER CLUB*
Roast beef, turkey breast, lettuce, tomato. & mayo.
An American classic, certainly not invented by J.J. but
definitely tweaked and fine-tuned to perfection!

#15 CLUB TUNA*
The same as our #3 Totally Tuna except this one has
a lot more. Fresh housemade tuna salad, provolone.
sprouts, cucumber, lettuce. & tomato.

#16 CLUB LULU1"
Fresh sliced turkey breast, bacon, lettuce, tomato.
& mayo. (JJ's original turkey & bacon club)

S WE DELIVER! 7 DAYS A WEEK ^
BOWLING GREEN

1616 E. WOOSTER

419.352.7200

"YOUR MOM WANTS YOU TO EAT AT JIMMY JOHN'S!"
1985. 200? 7003. 2004. 2007 JIMMY JOHNS IR1NCHISI 11C

ill RIGHTS RISIIV10 Wi- li-.ti.r the nielli lo Mike any Menu Chinees
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PIZZA

HUM
Better Ingredients.
Better Pizza

353-PAPA
826 South Main St.

Open Late
Thursday-Saturday
Until 3am!!

$6.99

14" Large Pizza
With Cheese & 1 topping
Add a second pizza for only $6.00
Offer expires 9/31/07

All Major Credit Cards Accepted

WWWBGNEWS.COM

*
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Subs made ts Your lasts!

BREADS

Italian Wheat Honey Oat Italian Herbs S Cheese Wrap Monterey Cheanar snred

CHEESES
While American Monterey Cheddar Provoione Peppenack

VEGGIES

EXTRAS
Double Meat
Extra Cheese
Bacon

Lettuce Tomatoes Cucumbers Pickles Peppers Olives Onions
Hot Peppers Banana Peppers Matchstick Carrots

$0.99
$0.25
$1.00

SAUSES & DRESSINGS
Chipotle Southwest Sweet Onion Honey Mustard Mayonnaise
Mustard Ranch Oil Vinegar Salt Pepper Light Mayonnaise
Oregano

DRINKS, SIDES & KIDS

FRESH TOASTED SUBS
Hot From the Oven!

6" Sub
or Wrap

$3.39
$4.09
$3.39
$4.69
$4.69
$4.69

Meatball Marinara
talian B.M.T.'"-'

HUNGRY?

HUNGRIER?

Spicy Italian
Steak & Cheese
Subway Melr:
Chicken & Bacon Ranch

•MAKE ANY 6" SUB A SALAD
Only $2.50 More

'SUBMfa
WT Includes:

<jres?jiit

$3.59
.-*■■

A Fit Mini Sub
with a Fit Side, a Drink
Turkey Breast fat
Ham#
Roast Beet f$
Tunaf#
Pepperoni

$2.69
$2.69
$2.69
$2.69
$2.69

# SUBWAY FRESH FIT "OPTIONS
SUBWAY FRESH FIT"* options do not include cookies

LOCAL FAVORITES
6" Sub
or Wrap
Veggie Delite
Ham
Turkey Breast
Sweet Onion Chicken Teriyaki
Roast Beef
Subway Club*
Oven Roasted Chicken Breast
Turkey Breast & Ham

$2.69
$4.09
$4.09
$4.09
$4.09
$4.09
$4.09
$4.09

'MAKE ANY 6" SUB A SALAD
Only $1.00 More

DOUBLE
Turkey Breast
Subway Club*
Sweet Onion Chichen Teriyaki
Steak & Cheese
Italian B.M.T.®

6" Sub
or Wrap

$5.08
$5.08
$5.08
$5.68
$5.08

Add
DOUBLE MEAT
To Any Sub ForunwuoMicimti

$0.99

SIDES

$0.99

1 tor $0.49 3 lor $1.00 12 tor $3.89
Apples #
$1.29

Raisins #

DRINKS

Cold Cut Combo
Tuna
BLT
Pizza Sub

$3.39
$4.09
$3.39
$3.39

'MAKE IT A
FOOTLONG

Only $2.50 More

Add A 21 oz. Drink

m TS ±-

Chips
Cookies

6" Sub
or Wrap

A Side To Your
Favorite Sub

$0.69

m.

Fountain
$1.49 $1.69
$1.69
Bottle Beverage
$1.49
1% Milk W& Flavored Milk
$0.89
Juice Box w

854 S. Main
524 E. Wooster
419-354-2608
419-352-8500
131 W. Gypsy Ln.
1234 N. Main
419-352-7279
419-353-1630
■ Prices are subject to change without notice
Subway is a registered trademark ot DAI.

Accepting at all 4

Subway locations;
All Major Credit Cards

lOlhu.sdavSeiilOTto20.2007
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#f TROTTERS TAVERN ^ TROTTERS TAVERN $jt TROTTERS TAVERN $£ TROTTERS TAVERN $jf

B.C.S.U. STUDENTS LOVE
TROTTERS BECAUSE
"IT IS MORE FUN TO EAT IN THE TAVERN
THAN TO DRINK IN A RESTAURANT"

FEATURING OUR BROWN JUC STEAK DINNER
THIS IS ONE STEAK YOU'LL NEVER FORGET.

Before your dinner, try one of many unique and delicious appetizers, such as:
BIG DADDY PEPPER WINGS, ROASTED AIOLI, SPICY STEAMED SHRIMP,
PEANUTTI RE FRIES, TAVERNOLI, and our FAMOUS SCOTCH EGGS.

Not quite ready to indulge in a steak? You're sure to find another dish
to satisfy your appetite for delicious food. Try Trotters
ORIGINAL HOT BROWN, OPA KOTTA, CHICKEN CAESAR SALAD,
BIGGIE PORTOBELLO, GIGANTIC 1/2 LB BURGER OR ONE OF OUR
TROTTERS WRAPS OR SALADS.
TROTTERS TAVERN, LOCATED AT 119 N. MAIN ST. BOWLING GREEN,
OPENS AT 5:00 PM MONDAY THROUGH SATURDAY

PHONE: (419) 352-5895
"ONE CANNOT LIVE WELL. LOVE WELL. OR SLEEP WELL (OR STUDY WELL) UNLESS ONE HAS DINED WELL.

•'(^TROTTERS TAVERN -/^TROTTERS TAVERN „■•#£ TROTTERS TAVERN fffi TROTTERS TAVERN ■$£
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Check out our

Spicy Chicken Combo Meal!

That's right.
Or check out our

Super Value Menu!
Try one of our great Super Value Menu
items including the
Crispy Chicken Sandwich, Jr. Bacon
Cheeseburger, Value Fries, Value Soft
Drink, Regular or Vanilla Frosty's, 5 piece
Chicken Nuggets and much more!

Check out Wendy's catering
for your next party!
3 great Bowling Green locations!

BTSU-BGSU; 1504 E. Wooster St.; 1094 S. Main St,
Pick-up window open 'til 1 am
www.pertoria.com
i

